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PIERPONT MORGAN, AMERICA'S
OREATEST

IS

FINANCIER,

HIS SERVICES

DEAD

ON MEXICO

IN ROME AFTER BRIEF ILLNESS

End Came Quietly Shortly After Noon
day While Relatives Wept
At Bedside

W

AT ONE

To-

HfMSELF

INVITES

SHOPS

AND

IN AN

CITI-

BANISHED

Immense Amount ot Damage Being Done
io Property and Waters Still
Are Coming Up

TESTIFIES MANUFACTURER

SO

DESCRIBES
RUBENS
BOTH FACTIONS BELIEVE IT HAS WALTER
TO ILLICONDITIONS
IN
SCHOOL
WAGE
NO BUSINESS
COMISSION
NOIS
MATTERS

WOMAN

BE ANNEXED ONE

IS

Traveling In Egypt When His Health Began To Fail
Despite Care of Best Doctors In Italy His
Condition Grew Constantly Worse

MEXICO

A

SENDS

STATE

MRS.

EMIS-SAR-

TO

TO WASHINGTON

AS

ARRANGE DETAILS.

E.

J, McWENIE

CANDIDATE

FOR

BOARD

SCHOOL

UP TO DATE

However, Great Preparations Are Being Made to Prevent Serious
Trouble io Cairo, Ills., and Many Cities in Ohio, West Virginia
AND RECEIVE $3.40 AT THE
and Kentucky Mississippi Also Shows Indications of
END OF THE WEEK
Gorged With Flood Waters Dayton
Piecominjj
J. Ku
Reports Pleuly of Clothing and Food But a
Chicago, March
bens, a manumacturer of underwear,
Shortage of Ready Money

IS SELECTED

ADMIRABLE

LOSS OF LIFE REPORTED

NO

TRIVIAL

IS

PAY

NAMED THEIR

t.

Expected Fiurry On Stock Markets of die World Did Not Follow
Announcement of the Death of the Captain of Finance, As It
Had Been Foreseen for Several Days Mr. Morgan Was

FROM

LOWLANDS TO HIGHER 0R0U

9,000,000,000
SGNORA WOULD

RIVER, RISING RAPIDLY,

IS DRIVING THOUSANDS

EFFORT TO LURE YOUNG
WORKING GIRLS TO THEIR
MORAL RUIN

REPUBLICANS

IS

POLITICS

SERVE

AND ACCEPTS THE HONOR WITH
A PLEASURE HE CANNOT
WELL EXPRESS.

CONTROLLED
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Washington, Maren 31. Governor
I
revolu-of
at
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head
tiie
Carianza,
was the first witness examined by the
The Citizens' Ticket
tion against the Mexican government
state vice commission at the hearing
McWEME.
EDWARD
MRS.
J.
in the north, has declared himself
to
W1LUAM
HAYDON.
here
G.
today.
provisional president, according
Floods in the Ohio river from Its expedition of the Illinois Naval Re"
'
.Rubens was questioned at length by
SIG NAHM.
Rome, March 31. J. P. Morgan, the his physicians to the effects of .he official advices today.
mouth
to Marietta, Ohio., due to the serve at Chicago to the relief of Ohio
efC. W. WESN'ER.
Lieutenant Governor O'Hara in an
American financier, died at five min-- ! Pujo inquiry.
of water poured into it flood victims. Mr. Simmons advised
volume
When the hanker appeared before;
DR. H. M. SMITH.
fort to obtain information regardiii"; great the last week
Peace Emissary Killed.
ute3 past 12 o'clock noon today (G:0j
by its tributar- Mr. Dunne that his organization alV!i
lswn MarMi Ml . Pnlnnpl rfls- the effect of a state minimum wa-"- 3 during
line committee uecemoer js anu u
m. New York time).
thousands of people ready has raised over $200,000 to apThe wit- ies, have caused
...
a
tnf tho- fnrmpr
fafTiprsnnflrpnflv In cnml hpalth flnli rnal Cimvrn
law for women and girls.
f f
When the death or Mr. .Morgan aa -hp
lowlands
to
the
along the river ply on relief of sufferers and notified
leave
ness said he favored a national mininorthern revolutionary leader of the
tearing was confident and
him that the association is prepared
on
seen to be approaching rapidly Profes-jhi- s
seek
and
ground.
higher
refuge
a
u
Called meetings of the republicans mum wage law and insisted that
still
water
is
the
sor Bastianelli and Dr. Dixon forced
rising to extend a helping hand in the lower
Early today
haid-shi. iur.
Morgan apyearea to enjoy tne asr or umiuano zapata, reuei leaaer and democrats of precim t No. 29 de- state law would work a great
the river Illinois if needed.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert U Sattenee,
at
and
every
along
city
to
upon manufacturers in Individual
cided Saturday night that it was for
Governor Dunne replied that ha
and daughter, and Miss investigation," said Representative of southern Mexico, according
to property is reporthis
seem-"He
here
friends
of
received
vices
states
California
until other states had adopted heavy damagetraffic has been imped- had entailed an expense of $40,000
by
today.
today,
the best interests of the city of Las
ed.
Helen Hamilton, who- had been in
Railroad
at ease and under no uu-- ! Colonel Orozco some days ago visited Vegas that politics should not
be similar legislation.
constant attendance, to leave the ed entirely
ed and many miles of track washed with no state runfls available, and reas a peace emis made a part of the election of memdescribed alleged activities
Rubens
Zapata's
stronghold
usual
room.
out.
quested that the association of comsary for the Huerta government.
bers of the board of education, which by women among the several hundred
Dunne has or- merce protect him on this indebtedGovernor
Mr. Morgan, before the end, showed
In
Illinois,
No Effect On London Market.
Sonora Wculd Be Annexed.
will be held tomorrow.- - Accodingly a girls employed in his plant. He said dered 1,500 state' troops to proceed ness.
he was suffering internally only by a
woto'
31. The death of
is
States
March
United
Annexation
the
London,
n
fusion ticket was named. It will be he had been convinced that these
to Cairo and
movement of his right hand. Other J- - P- no effect being sought by certain factions of
to lure girls to by special trains
or
had
little
men
were
Morgan
''Citiattempting
as
the
the
voters
before
placed
the levees.
Dayton Needs Money Badly.
to
wise he displayed no sign ot vitality on
patrol
lead immoral lives.
pr ces on the London stock
revolutionary leaders in Sonora, the zens' " ticket.
O., March - 3- 1- John 11.
of laborers also have
Dayton,
Hundreds
by continuous heavy breatnin0.
tesnorthwestern Mexican border state"
After Rubens had concluded his
on
of the Citizens'
chairman
sand
of
their
to
sacks
durCandidates
Patterson,
nominated,
issued
ordered
politic
were
been
pile
Frequent bulletins
torecasting practically in control of insurgent
timony, a number of working wo nen the levees in the hope of strengthenthe followissued
con- - what earlier, telegrams
Relief
committee,
his
that
showing
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morning
ing
the speedy end of the great financier,
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elected
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run
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today
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from
Edward
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today
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o'clock
Reports
physicians
end by U
checKed and the leaTler of the movement. He now
ick
of these women
y
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"Our committee has now at its disand Covingasked her politics---fou- r to ?5 a week. Several
tiven up all hope
side "swit son, Louisville, Newport
West
the actual announcement of his death is on his way to Washington to con- Wenienobody William G.
were
from
witnesses
all the food and clothing necesdon,
Cincinnati,
Hay
posal
Ind.,
term;
Evansville,
year
ton,
Ky.,
Mr Morsan was unable to assimilate scarcely caused any further improve- - fer wiui officials of life departments
that she
testified
woman
One
shops."
Parkers-burto
meet the loss of the sufferM.
IL
Dr.
two year term;
sary
Portsmouth, Marietta, Ohio,
nf state and interior regarding the democrat,
the artificial nourishment adminis- ment
worked 12 hours a day for $3.10 a
ers
of
stocks
of
show
that
term;
W.
four
Dayton.
Va.,
Smith, republican,
year
f"tered during the morning auu
plan.
"Money, however, urgently is refour year week.
C. W. Wesner, democrat,
in buildings near the river
Heart!
to.
i
K rices
II rcguidr in r
ivi
sical weakness was extreme.
death or an immoral life goods suffered
iKtjfetLicQ,
uuiiiliua
owivxt,
Marriage,'
the
two
that
and
quired for putting our city iu a conyear
have
no
heavily
term; Sig Nahm, republican,
toni' s were injected, but these had
are the only avenues of escape for
pariSf March 31. Prices showed ir- tenlay. lie is said to be vested with
to prevent the outbreak of
millions.
dition
the
run
into
will
term.
damage
MJ
i i tu aiit iiwi
effect and for severall hours before regular changes on the bourse
girls from the toil of the "sweat There has been no loss of life at any serious disease and to rehabilitate
litwith
was
The
or
ticket
com..,
upon
agreed
of
faction at Herniosillo, the state capihis death he was in a state
day
shops,." according to testimony
many who have lost their homes and
or The death of J. P. Morgan became
for rirh property owners who tle difficulty. The republicans sug- witnesses before the Illinois vice com- of the points.
unable to respond to any questions
ta,
i,t
personal effects.
demtwo
bedtwo
that
republicans,
known on the Paris hourse shortly desire that the Mexican state become gested
to recognize any of those at nil
mission today. Lieutenant Governor
"The committee wishes to send,
nonii-nesto
Sufferers.
Aid
woman
the
one
be
ocrats
State
and
Money
be
will
promno
Spends
of
vis
Arizona. It
a part
before closing time. It had
side.
Barrett O'Hara devoted much time
out
an urgent appeal to the citizens
e
Sito
a
This was proposed
Springfield, 111., March 31. That of the United States for the necesible effect on the market, but was the ised if the belligerency of the SonoOne of his relatives, Mrs. Fitz
to examining girls and women witlathe
democrats
Flti
that
by
and
William
is
still
and
representing
rising
ra state troops is recognized by
nesses from, the West side sweat shop the river
mon, wife of the Rev.
subject of considerable comment
funds. All contributions should;
and was
in Washington, annexation to the Unit- a committee appointed by Stephen B. district where wages range from borers who are needed to throw the sary
questioning as to its consequence
Simon, arrived from Cannes
sent direct to W. F. Bippus, who,
be
levee
but
the
of
concrete
chairman
republican &2.50 to So a week.
Davis, Jr.,
'sand bags along the
ed States will be advocated
America.
shown into the death chamber,
of the'
to
The plan was approved by
are fleeing from has been appointed treasurer
meeting.
As a result of the stories of hard to increase its height
her presence remained unknown
will
Mr.
committee.
relief
BIppns
the democrats, and W. G. Haydon,
the city was information received
HAGE ACCEPTS POST
Quiet In German Bourse.
the dying man.
ship and penury told by the witnesses,
send receipts for ail money received."
in
meetin
and
Dunne
nurses
of
H.
the
democratic
was
chairman
31.
Walter
Governor
Waxhintrtnn. March
Berlin, March 21 Trading
Beside the four trained
Lieutenant Governor O'Hara agreed this morning by
Millionaire In Bread Line.
-was
of authorized the democratic committee
Dickson from Cairo.
quiet on the bourse todap and price Hage of Garden City, L. I., editor
with Senator Juul to give one dollar Adjutant General
attendance, Miss Helen Hamilton
In the bread line today was Eugena
of
fracto so notify the repuoucans.
v,
wnrirTa Wnrli anil member
direct 'word came rrom
of great assistance to the three physi- changes were limited to 6mall
each to "sweat, shop" witnesses beJ. Barney, a multimillionaire, whose
Bastianelli tions.
The democrats then adjourned to cause it was believed that the witnesIndirect word was received
Page and Company, pub--j
jDoubleday,
cians, Professor Giuseuppi
gifts to charity have oecn large, and
A.
Ushers, has accepted President Wil the room occupied by the republicans ses would be "docked" by their em- from there that Shawneetown seemed recently included $25,000 to the Y.
Dr. M. Allen Starr and Dr. George
son's offer to be ambassador to Great and the two parties organized as the ployers for the time spent before the in a bad plight The inhabitants are M. C A. of this city, lie obtained
Morgan's Life' Story
Dixon.
his
started
George
Morgan
Pritain.
"Citizens' party for the purpose of commission.
John Rerpont
reported to have fled to higher j three, loaves of bread and a small
During the mordning
of
nominating candidates for the school
secretary of the American business career half a century ago on
employers ground. Colonel S. O. Tripp was this sack of potatoes.
The moral obligation
HIS"
''GETS
make inquiries on the board of directors of a large mariHAYWOOD
of
to
the
Las
Vegas."
board
of
called
city
their
employall
that
morning sent to take charge of the
to
certain
make
embassy,
Tales of Adventure Are Told.
William
31.
C.
setuied
He
ambassador,
March.
N.
Colbert
B.
American
and
company.
J.,
insurance
Davis,
the
time
Paterson,
Jr.,
KuhKiriimr of ihn
Stephen
behalf ot
es are properly clothed and adequate- distribution of supplies at Cairo
With tha rrmiri
r,nmn t n Brien. and was told tbat the position through the influence of 1. Haywood, organizer of the Indus- Root weie elected respectively chali-ma- ly nourished was emphasized through
Distress calls have been received f, , ,vaters and dissinatine 0f panic
and that his wealthy father. For a year young trial Workers of the World, was senand secretary. The entire ticket out today's session of the commis- - to date by the governor and adjutant j
adven-uencrMr. Morgan had collapsed
almmg refugees here, thrilling
renderei .Morgan attended the directors' meet tenced to six months in the county was then balloted upon and adopted
been
Tiw condition had
from Cairo, Alexander coun-- ; .
to
lisat
continues
coming;
6on
hi mouth,. jujj ,mg afternoon on conviction of practically unanimously.
rmt iiniratv: Junction. ,
ik,.
worse by increasing deafness.
of the commission todav ... Molina
mg3i vut never opened
Agents
unlawful
assemblages. He
li except to vote.
The meetings of the two parties were 8elzed the books of Rosen wald and (jallatia county ; SUawneetown.lalla - was the experience of the family of
From the time ot his arrival
the
told came here in connection with
the
of
company
SaferU
who tin county; Mounds, Pulaski county.
Xne
Herbert
Mrs.
president
In the city hall. Doth were hai- - Weil, clothing manufacturers
held
and
Rome Mr
char(;s M Adams in Riverdale. Mr.
or DOin
eiaw Morgan that nothing could silk mill workers' strike.
i failed
filled
to respond to gunpoenas to aii- been
has
order
Adams got his wife and 10 months
monious,
representatives
lee had feared a mistake had beeii.the
The following
in- oe ione with his son, who seemed
ties believing that politics has no pear before the commission.
old tw in girls into a skiff and took
made in bringing Mr. Morgan 'here
the
adjutant
general:
by
interestln In business,
ALABAMA G. A. R. IN SESSION
and luO.OUO them to the home of a friend in War-bagplace in school election. There was
10,000 rations
stead of taking him direct to London, t0 take little
Cairo,
in nit own Johll pjorpout all the time was laying
Birmingham, Ala., March 31. Grand but one vote pmong the republicans
-.here he would have been fcnlnl
Shawneetown, 350 tents; Na- jer street.
EARTHQUAKE IN WASHINGTON
nnd ..!
constl UC- - Army veterans and members of afflhio drat rniiioad
tv,
on
a
a
a
woman
5u
iu
oi
place
tents;
An hour later it was again
against giving
house instead
Seattle, Wash., March Si A violent pies, 40 tents; Mounds,
.
.
...,uu., :'Tnntfi uoim, .i.", u.iion tinromnlisnett . es- nrimtiiutiimi thrnnchout Ala- the school board. The democrats
100 tents.
to move and the family was tak-on the se sary
recorded
was
they thought, too, mi j
earthquake
for
, ome wa9 too mild and enervatinS tablished his standing in Wall street biuim assembled in this city today
were not quite so strong in favor of
13. Jennings of Sullivan, grand en by rescuers out of a second story,
WashJohn
of
the
University
mograph of
111- annual encampment
M the only man who ever got the tiie twenty-fift- h
a woman on the board, but
man ln tig condition of
at 7:48 o'clock last master of the Independent Order of window. The canoe in which they
- placing
of the Department of Alabama. Com- those who objected declared that no ington, beginning
hraUh
better of Jay Gould.
m Illinois, advised Gov-- 1 were being transported was dashed
of
night and continuing an hour and a Odd Fellows
over men f iid mandei-in-Chin- f
Alfred D. Beers,
Amtriea,
control
tor-ha- d
Morgan's
the
in
from
or
city
woman
man
better
Cable dispatches'
There was a continuous shock ernor Dunne this morning that he against a telegraph pole by the
cf the money was the dominant keynote of, uridgport. Conn., is here as the guest could have been nominated than Mrs. half.
j rent
other
to
swam
pa.ts
-,
Adams
and
Britain
ami
disa.sent
capsized.
er.
representatives
Great
personal
minutes. Amiarentlv the
mal ing ar.xi - uis
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...
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world poured in all day,
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and expressing toe
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sufferers at the former place and 01,- - some men in a fiatboat Just before
tion in which Mr. Morgan
inresponsible.
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at
the
At
height
board
on
the
school
Governor he was rescued he saw his wila sink.
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at
500
everywhere
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found
on The baby girls were floating down
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secretary
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financier's
that
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previous
Dunne
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m
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the street. Then he collapsed. Three
state
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tho
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31
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trial
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part
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Abingdon,
all came under his the Boston liiah school Mr. Morgan duties of their office.
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to begin here this week flood relief funds
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was a student at Goettingen, Germany.
how influence.
His prestige was not
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Mrs. Brown Could Agree With Her
Uego Lord, Too, That It Was
Something Uncommon.

'EEPEli VISITS

'

distinctiveness!

Mr. Brown was excitable by nature,
but he often prided himself audibly
U
One night while
upon his
dressed
,r
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He was gone before anyone could
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W, II. McDonald, secretardy of the answer the question, and presently
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The individual
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lived on what they could bo? ar.d growers distil their own
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Santa Fe, N. M., March 31. The they
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of water until 12
great reasoning" power for him; that following prisoners have applied for although both were
able. with
physically
kilos of distillate are obtained; eight
parole; action on the same will be The
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girl In the meantime had been to ten such lots are then
united, and
Mrs Ray (Kathryn B. Kay) and taken by the board of penitentiary
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married, according to the story. Her redistilled into
necked flasks, in
Raymond were in Albuquerque sever- commissioners at a meeting to be husband, they said, bad tuberculosis which the oil long
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al days last week. Mrs. Ray was a held on April it). iM3:
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and was on the coast. This time iliey To produce one kilo of oil requires
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'foribio Garcia, Valencia county;
delegate to the convention of the
succeeded in securing a neat, sum fron: 3,000 kilos of roses of 1,200,000 flowXicanor
State Federation of Women's clubs
ers.
Martinez, Otero; Ieopoldo local
The roses are gathered in the
people.
which ended Wednesday, but she re- Torres, Bernalillo; Jose C. Montoja,
early morning and distilled the same
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went
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and
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The pure oil from the various
day.
mained over and Thursday afternoon C'ol.ax; Juan Chavez, Lincoln; Daniel a "They
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Hrank Springer,
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ciation, llor subject was, "The Play Harry McCoy, Robert Miller, San Mi- returned to the mother
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carried on by the peasand was at very largely
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all lines relating to child welfare.
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a subway station.
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'and we have nearly the same people
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Milier, Valencia; Kdw. Raker, Grant; every city in the west, says Mrs. every day and at the same hour. I
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Beef
Roll
Way of

ADVISES AGAINST

A New

Uslntf Left

Overs

By Mrs. Janet McKeniie Hill, Editor
oftke Boston Cooking-SchooMagazine
Every housewife finds the disposition of left overs a most perplexing: problem. K C Beef Roll
will go a long ways toward helpl

HARRYING A
ORIENTA iL

ing you out when the family get

tired of hash and stews. You
really ought to try it for supper

tonight or tomorrow night at the
latest.
46

GIRL WARNS OTHERS AGAINST FAR EAST
AND CRUELTY

AN AMERICAN

CUN-NIN-

"I told him that there was something else in this big world for me to
do than to he shut and cry."
Thus an American girl issued her
defiance to a king. It was her retort
to the Khedive of Egypt's plea, one
we have all heard more times than
we. have dollars, or even pennies:
"A woman's place is in her husband's
home."

"Bet it never so unhappy," she finished, adding to the discomfiture of
the occupant of Cleopatra's throne.
They were saucy words to be spoken to a monarch, and the speaker
might have been punished as are the
contumacious women of Turkey, by
a sack and silence and the waters of
the sea.
She is an American, though she
bears the title of princess, bestowed
upon her by her husband, the Prince
Ibrahim Hasson, cousin of the ruler
of Egypt. She is primarily an American girl. She was a Californiaa, and
one of the handsomest of that state
of handsome women, before she became a princess, and to a woman the
habit of saying what she thinks clings.
That is the reason why, with her
small foot shod in gray silk stockings
and black velvet pumps, impatiently
tapping the floor of her hotel apartment, she said without fear and without wavering:
"An Oriental husband is like a
small boy that delights in tying a tin
can to a kitten's tail or in pulling a
fly to pieces, wing by wing, leg by
leg, eye by eye. There is something
in him that makes him like to see
suffering."
Princess Hassan was explaining why
she is in this country. She has telegraphed to San Francisco for her
mother, and will hereafter reside in
New York instead of Cairo; in a brown
stone front instead of a white marble
palace in the midst of a lotus garden.
"The most foolish act a girl can
commit, except suicide, is to marry
an Oriental," said the tall woman in
black velvet and gray fur, her tiny
foot going on with its tapping. "The
inhabitants of these opposite sides
of the world are as unlike as oil and
water, and they will assimilate no
better.
"First, because western candor is no
match against eastern cunning.. The
Oriental thinks of what would never
occur to us, and is as deep as we are
broad. He is unfathomable. A man
is a stranger to his wife, and will always be a stranger. It is useless for
her to attempt to become acquainted
with him. He will not have it. The
veil of secrecy that wraps every
round, baffles her.
"In America a wife has a chance In
a mental contest, or in a conflict of
Od-ent-

Rcmaiiiablo
Catarrh Guro
Gets Right into the Affected Parts
and Stops Gathering in Eye
Noes, Throat and Lungs.

Beef Boll. K C Style
Thrtr cutis flour; I teaspoonful sail; . level
A' C'Making
sweet milk; I cut rack, chipped Hcupshotiening;
cooked beef and
hm; I leaspoonful mixed mustard; 2 beaten
eggs; grating of onion; A teaspoontil each, salt
and pepper; broth orwater.

Make a biscuit dough of the flour,
salt, K C baking powder, shortening and
milk, and roll into a sheet half an inch
thick, having the ends even. Mix the
other ingredients by themselves, using1
liquid as needed to make a paste.
Spread the paste over the dough ami
roll like a jelly roll. Bake in a buttered
pan alxnit forty minutes. Brush over
the outside with a little beaten egg left
for the purpose and return to the oven
to brown. Serve hot with a rich brown
sauce. Other meats, such as chicken of
veal, alone, or in combination, may be
used. The onion and mustard may be
omitted.
Ninety recipes just think of it by the
f

imoiiscookiiitr Authority, Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Hill. i t f r mw! wr-i- jit
of jiia colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baklnir
Powder. Send for the handsome Cook'8 Hook
today to UicJaqueb Mho. Co., Chicueo.

wills, with her husband. In Egypt or
Turkey, or any other pai't of the Orient, the American wife is powerless,
for he uses against her the mighty
weapon of concentration. In America
we are all activity. In the east they
are content to simply be. They con
centrate on what they wish, and the
active temperament of the west is
as helpless against it as the butterfly
in a net. An Oriental will wait weeks
months, years for what he wants. He
is the most patient creature on earth,

cruelly patient.
"But also he is fickle. The poor
foolish American girl thinks a soft
smile, a caressing voice, a pair of
burning eyes, mean constancy! Pout!
They do not. The Oriental admires
his wife for a short time while she
is pretty and dainty. But," she glanced at a thick, closely written perfumed letter on the table beside her.
"I have here proof of the Inconstancy of the Oriental. That letter is from
an English girl whose Egyptian husband has treated her with the utmost
He was subtle about it. Ah,
cruelty.
yes! The Oriental Is always subtle.
His cruelty is not that of the upraised
hand nor the bellowing voice. It Is
the most complete and relentless neglect.

me, with the unwinking gaze of the
basilisk.
"We quarreled finally because, tiring of my rooms in the hotel, I chose
to dine in the public dining room. I
left fc!m.
"Several times the khedive called
upon me last winter and tried to persuade me to return to Prince Ibrahim. I answered, 'There Is something else in this big world for me to
do than to he shut up End cry.' And
IT
tl
in
when he said 'A woman's place Is in
her home,' I replied, flippantpy it
may have seemed, hut bitterly It was,
'Be that home never so unhappy.' "
The khedive's cousin stil'l hopes to
win back his wife. To win her back
to Oriental living she declares is imLiving Pictures for Girls.
possible. Were he to come to the
So many girls have written asking
states and become an American but
what entertainments they could give
that would be a miracle and the time to make money for charity,
church or
of miracles is lost in the past.
Sunday school, and they all want
something "without much work";
now, it is Imposible to get up things
without responsibility and work, hut
I think "Living Pictures" may be
made ready with the minimum of laCALENDAR OF SPORTS
bor, as there are no parts to be memoFOR THE WEEK
rized; so I am giving you a series of
pictures arranged by Caroline French
Benton. They are called "The Girl
Student In History." I think you will
Monday
be much pleased with the production,
Opening of spring race meeting of and the directions
are so
you
Jamestown Jockey club Norfolk, Va. will have no trouble In plain
following"
South
and
Annual United North
them.
1. The Hebrew Girl. A large dark
amateur championship golf tourna
v
girl. Her hair in two long braids; her
ment, Pinehurst, N. C.
Hogan vs. A. Ketchel, 15 dress dark crimson, with a full skirt,
a rather loose waist, cut slightly
New
at
Haven, Conn.
rounds,
round at the neck and with no sleeves,
Sheridan vs. Pal Brown, but with the
Mickey
drapery falling over her
8 rounds, at Memphis, Tenn.
arms. She sits at a low table side
to the audience, and looks up at a
Tuesday
Wrestling match between Frank rabbi, a very tall dark man, dressed
Gotch and George Lunch, at Kansas in flowing robes of deep blue with a
border and girdle with ends, a long
City.
gray wig and large heard. He holds
season
its
Pacific Coast league open
a roll, its top beginning at his shoulco, Venice at Los Angeles and Oak der, its end falling to the floor, made
like a narrow map on rollers. This
land at Sacramento.
the Talmud. (See the picrepresents
Wednesday
Old Testament)
American amateur trap shooting tures in an illustrated
2. Listening To Homer.
This is a
Island'
Travers
at
championship begins
copy of Alma Tadema's famous picN. Y.
ture. Have some palms or other
Clarence Ferns vs. Al McCoy, 20 foliage at the back of the stage and
a very long, white painted bench
rounds, at Dayton, O.
10 across this. At one end sits a dark,
Arthur
vs.
Pelky,
Burns
Tommy
smooth-shaveyoung man bending
rounds, at Calgary, Alta.
forward
with, arm on knee, dressed
8
Paul Sikora vs. Joe Phillips,
in a thick tunic with a border, holdrounds, at Windsor, Ont.
ing a roll; one arm is on the back
6
of the bench. ;Two girls sit opposite
George Chip vs. Leo Houck,
listening to him. They are dressed
rounds, at Scranton, Pa.
In white tunics over full skirts. The
Thursday
round at the' neck and
tunics are
Annual tournament of National fastened atcut
the
shoulders with clasps.
RochesBowling association opens at
They should wear their hair parted,
with a Psyche knot; gilt ribbons are
ter, N. Y.
Opening of annual bench show of wound around the head.
3.
The Children of Alfred The
Maryland Kennel club at Baltimore.
Great. Alfred had a son and daughFriday
ter whom he educated carefully. The
Pacific, coast interscholastlc track
girl may sit on a low stool, with a
at
University
and field championships
huge parchment book open on another
stool in front The boy stands at the
of California.
tournament of North back, facing the audience, looking
down at her. She wears a dress
ern Wisconsin Whist League at
made much like the one described
Wis.
Saturday
National interscholastic swimming
championships at New York A. C,
New York City.
National A. A. U. diving champion
York
ships at New York A. C, New
TMJ
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Bengaline

Bengaline is a silk fabric that has
thick threads or cords at intervals
from selvage to selvage. Frequently
the cord is of the wool covered with
silk and in this season the two-ton- e
effects are popular.

Osh-kos-

Cold, La Grippe, Then Pneumanlr
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken theavRtem nnrl lower the vital resistence. R. G. Collins, postmaster, Bar- nesrat, N. J., says: "1 was troumea
with a severe La Grippe cough which
completely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coughing spells entirely. It
can't be beat."0. G. Schaefer and
But afterward he was Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

d

MADAME MERRI.

Semi-annu-

"The writer of that letter is a
young mother. During the long months
of dread and danger before the baby
came she never saw him. In this
City.
blessed country if a man stays away
New England amateur boxing cham
from home a wife may write him askpionships at Boston.
ing him to 'make up.' Or If, as Is so
Annual bench show of St. Louis
common in Egypt, he simply remains
Collie club, St. Louis, M.
In his part of the palace and never
visits hers, she may put on her hat
and rap on his door and say: 'Come WOMEN HAVE BEEN TELLING
WOMEN
on, 'let us take a walk and talk it all
over.'
for more than 30 years how Lydla
"Not so in the Orient. The wife E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
must wait for him to come to her. has cured them from the very worst
It is contrary to etiquette for her to forms of female ills. This accounts
sob or beg to be forgiven for she for the enormous demand for it from
knows not what. She must wait and coast to coast. If you suffer from
wait, wait on, as in most cases it is, anv form of female ills, why don't
until death.
you try Lydia E. pinkham's Vegetable
"Association with Europeans is Compound? It will pay you to do
slowly doing away with the harem.
The younger princes do not often
avail themselves of Mahomet's permission to have four wives. Buut,"
Princess Hassan lifted' eyes that have
wept; "they are unfaithful. My
had no harem. I am his only
wife, but he continued old flirtations
and associations. While Prince Ibrahim was wooing me I was a goddess.
He approached me figuratively on

Just above, but with the tunic belted
in loosely, and long sleeves, tightly
fitted; her blond hair is parted and
braided in two long braids, and on her
head is a little white can, lika a
baker's, with a band of white passing
under her chin. Have her gown of a
medium shade of blue. The boy
wears a short, full gray tunic reaching
only to the knee; his bare legs are
strapped with colored tape, in large
diagonals; he wears sandals. His
tunic has long sleeves; his head is
bare; his blond hair cut straight
across his forehead and at the back
of the neck (a wig is really necessary). Have the stage lighted with
very tall candles in tall dark hold'
ers.
4. Marguerite of Navarre. Three
young women sit about the room embroidering; Bpare frames covered with
some tapestry
may rest
on music Btands made rather low.
They wear dresses of soft colors
made perfectly plain, with long tightly-fitted
sleeves; their hair Is flowing;
on their heads are, first, short veils,
then tall, pointed caps of folded colored paper, from the tip of each of
which hangs a very light little tulle
veil. These caps should be about
two feet high and worn so that they
point backward. Marguerite wears a
dress exactly like the
rest, but with a long mantle fastened
at the shoulders with clasps; this is
of dark velvet or brocade, with a rich
border made by sewing on tinsel.
Her dress, like the rest, has a small
square neck, but hers has a rich border here, also. On her head Is, first,
a very short thin veil, then a gilt
crown with little clover leaves standing up. A white band passes under
her chin, fastening It on. She holds
a great book, one half falling down
to show that it Is illuminated (this Is
done by washing in some large letters
in color). The room should have low
benches with pillows, and a chair or
two with fur rugs thrown over them.
5. Lady Jane Grey. Have a large
light window frame made, long and
low, with two casements opening out.
Simulate glass in leaded panes in
these by tacking on tapes at top and
bottom. Put up this window at the
back of the stage, with some green
outside to hide the curtains, and make
a window seat beneath with pillows.
Lady Jane sits here, with books about
her, looking out She wears a soft,
full gray dress with long, tight
sleeves. The neck of the dress is cut
very low, down to the shoulders, and
a white tucker Is put inside nearly
to the neck line. Embroidery turns
back at the edge of the gown and the
wrists. Her hair is drawn back without parting and a small, close-fittin- g
cap edged with pearls is worn. If
you choose to have two figures in the
picture, the Bishop of London, her
tutor, may be added, at a desk.
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Showing the Pantaloon Style
Paris Would Make Popular
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By a long series or olaDorate experidefments, nt the Swift Laboratory itbe Iscured
initely known that catarrh can
the
by the Fiinpla process of Inoculating
blood with antidotal remedies that stop
inflammatory conditions throughout the
mucous llninps of nil the orpins of the
This is done with the famous
body
widely
fiw'ft's Kure Specific, or as it IsInto
the
known, S. S. S. It is taken
most
the
as
blood just as no
Influence
its
U
spreads
nourishing food.
over every organ In the body, comes
and arteries, enveins
all
the
through
inables all mucous surfaces to exchange
other Irritating
flammatory acids and elements
that efsubstances for arterial
thus
fectually cleanse the system and 8. S.put
b.
in end to all catarrhal pollution.
accleans out the stomach of mucous
cumulations, enables only pure
s
materials to enter the Intestines,
to enter
with these food elements
an hour
the circulation In less than
inYou will soon realize Us wonderful deof
headache, a
fluence bv the absence
passages a
cided clearing of the airCondition,
a"d
nasal
steadily improved relief
that proves bow
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his knees.
very different

Her Palace

a Prison.

"It is true I lived in a palace, but
learned that it was a prison.
1, an American girl, free to come and
go as I liked, could not go on the
street without yards of veiling swath
ing my face. How I hate the touch
I have never
and smell of chiffon.
worn a veil since I left Egypt. When
I told my husband how I hated this
custom of veiling a woman, he said:
'You are for my eyes alone!'
"Almost Immediately after the marriage ceremony I noticed a change
in Prince Ibrahim. Before all suavity
and almost cringing deference, he
turned dictator. He was the Jailer
of my prison. When he wanted to see
me he expected mo to ho within call.
When he did not, ho expected me to
efface myself,
I soon

"When we vliilled j'uriH he nevr
allowed inn to U about ulorii!, If he
whs not wlili ma lilx biuvh, Keltin,
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ELECTION IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, March 31 A spirited
campaign' closed in St. Louis today,
preliminary to the election tomorrow
when a mayor is to be named for four
years and a municipal assembly chosen.
For the first time In the hls- this city the candidates weie
of
tiry
named by the direct primary method.
The progressives and socialists as

rI

!

i

well as the democrats and republicans
have placed tickets in the field, but
the contest is believed to He wholly
between the candidates of the two older parties. Dr. John H. imoit and
Henry M. Kiel are the mavoralty
on the democrats and republican tickets, respectively.
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VILLARD WILL
TO

00

PACIFIC
COAST

BOXER
EXPECTS TO
SEVERAL GOOD ENGAGEMENTS IN WEST.

of the country ever
In Madison

McCarty

- he defeatscl
Square Garden,

sine-

"
August, 1312.
Willard realizes that JicCarty has
more admirers oa the Pacific cossi
than in any other section of the country, and by invading this territory, lie
believes, the fans will force Mccarty's manager to v gree to fight

KANSAS

LAND

STOMACH SOUK? GOT

INDIGESTION ALSO?

Topeka, Kan., March 31. Jess Wil-larthe Kansas offering: in heavy-

weight fighting circles, has deserted
Charles Cutler and signed a contract
with Tom Jones. This announcement
was made this week and has been
expected for two or three weeks. Tne
first information in Topeka was received from Willard while he was
here a few weeks ago.
The big Kansan did not believe
that Cutler had the necessary standing in leading sporting circles to get
matches with the leaders of the
heavyweight class. Cutler is given
credit for being a prince of good fellows, hut Tom Jones In recognized
as one of the best pugilist managers
In the country and Willard was anxious to throw off the old and take on
the new.
Tom Jones uncovered Ad Wolgast
and was responsible for the latter's
success In making more than a barrel of money. Wo'igast gives Jones
credit for his success and there is
not a fighter in the country but who
would have jumped at the chance to
fall under the guidance of Jones.
Cutler is peeved because Willard
has deserted him and probably has a
few good reasons to be. Willard is one
of the best drawing cards in fighting
circles and Cutler realizes that he
would have made a large amount of
money if he could have retained the
management of the youngster. The
pair has made money and a pile of it.
Willard was hopelessly in debt when
he began fighting about two years
ago and he has been successful m
paying off all his debts and has a
few shekels left. Willard believes
that he has paid Cutler well for nls
services and troubles.
Willard and Cutier were not working under a signed contract. Willard
said, when in Topeka, that they had
agreed to work together until Cutler
had "gone his limit." He values Cutler's friendship and eald that to tell
Cutler that "things were off" would
be one tf the hardest tasks that he
was ever called upon to perform.
Refuses to Sign.
Willard refused to sign articles of
agreement for a fight with Gunboat
Smith before the members of the
Fairmount Athletic club or New York,
for the reason that he did not think
the club was big enough to get as
much money as some others might
and for the reason that he wanted to
get away from Cutler's management.
Cutler accuses Willard of refusing to
enter into au agreement to fight
Bambardler Wel'is. Cutler claims that
he had arranged to put Willard
on with the gunner before Gunboat
Smith had been given the offer
Gunboat Smith defeated Bomba-die- r
Wells, the man with the glass
Jaw, and sent him back home, and
now thinks himself a bear. He Is a
bear, as far as the Englishman is
concerned, but did any of the sports
ever see a Britisher who would fulfill advance notices, excepting the
veteran Charlie Mitchell? Even this
man could not go the gait set by
American pugilists and was knocked
out by Jim Corbett before the former
got his muscles loosened up.
Gunboat Smith may be al'i that is
claimed for htm, but it would be difficult for him to overcome the advantages which Willard would have
over him. Willard measures six feet,
six inches, and has a reach of 86
inches, which is said to be considerable more than any man in the fighting game today. Willard's reach is
seven Inches greater than Luther Mccarty's.
Smith won a host of admirers by
defeating the Britisher, but that
won't get him anything in a ficrht
with Willard. Wise men of the game
contend that the former would be an
easy victim for the bio: Kansan. A
match with these two men would
draw a larger crowd than any other
contest In pugilistic circles, excepting a match with Luther McCarty.
The latter fc at the top of the 'ladder
since his victory over Jim Flynn, and
there is no question but that he is
the best drawing card in this or any
other country.
Jess Willard has been resting and
visiting at his home in Emmctt, for
several weeks, but went to Denver
during the latter part of last week,
lie believes ho ran force matters to
a clone for a fight wish MK'arty by
vliiltlng the Pacific coast and U bead
ed in that direction for (hut purpose
In ri.Millot! to (hut, Iip fsn(j ( k)i
f lliii Pil'lfic ()!it t
r'M r (lift ftip.-.:!.!! In Mill (')
fiiliU, V.llO jjHVe l.l lll
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'TAPE'S I3IAPEPSIN"
MAKES UPSET STOMACHS FEEL FINE
IN FIVE

MINUTES.

If what you just ate Is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or liave a feeling of dizziness.
heartburn, fullness,
nausea, bad
taste in mouth and stomach headache
this is iadigestion.
A full case of Pape's Dlapepsln
costs only fifty cents and will thorstom
oughly cure your
ach, and leave sufficient about the
house in i;ase some one else In the
family may suffer from stomach
trouble or indigestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula plainly printed on these
fifty-cecases, then you will under
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all
kinds muut go, and why they usually
relieve sour,
stomachs or
indigestion la five minutes. Diapep-si- n
is harmless and tastes like candy, though each dose contains power
sufficient to digest and prepare ror
assimilation
into the blood all the
food you cat; besides, it makes you
go to the taole wUn a healthy appetite; but, what will piease you most,
is that you will feel that your stomach and Intestines are clean and
fresh, and you will not need to resort
to laxatives or liver pills for biliousness or constipation.
This city will have many Dlapepsln cranks, as some people will call
them, but you will be cranky about
this splendid stomach preparation,
too, If you try a little for Indigestion
or gastritis or any other stomach misery.
Get some now, this minute, and

for

ever rid yourself of stomach trouble
and Indigestion.-

PROGRESS IS VISIBLE.
San Francisco, March 31. Dredges
are now deepening the Yacht harbor
of the Panama-Pacifi-c
International
exposition, in preparation for the Incoming ships loaded with lumber for
the palace of education and tho other exhibit buildings.
Silt is also being pumped from the
harbor to fill in the open space between the piling and the shore line.
A temporary
plank road has been
built through the exposition grounds
and it is now possible for visitors to
traverse the site from Van Ness avenue to the Presidio.
The progress of the world's fair is
now visible. The work is farther advanced at the present time than at
any other previous exposition two
years before its formal opening.
The preliminary work includes the
filling in of lands at Harbor View
and the Presidio. The construction
of a rock
construction of
the enclosing fence, 80 per cent complete; the erection of green houses
and potting houses at the Presidio;
the moving of buildings from the acquired site; the improvement of Pulton Basin, now 90 per cent complete;
the construction of roadways; the
grading of sites for the various buildings; the installation of sanitary and
Btorm sewer systems throughout the
grounds; the preliminary work of installation of the high pressure water
system; the driving of piles for the
freight ferry slips at the foot of Buchanan street, and the hundreds of
other necessary undertakings which
of themselves gave no visible evidence of the enormous wont already
being accomplishea.
sea-wal- l;

Chiluren are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
they have colds.
Whooping cough,
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumption are diseases thnt are often
contracted when the chiid has
a
cold. That is why all medical authorities say beware of colds. For
the quick cure of colds you will find
than Chamberlain's
nothing better
Coiiirh Remedy.
It can always be depended upon and is pleasant and safe
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS
Chicago, 111., March 31. The spring
municipal election will be held during
the first two days of this week in
many cities and towns throughout Il
linois, Indiana, Wisconsin, MUfsourt
and oilier of (h middle states. Chi- ciii'd will elt-e- t a city (lurk, city treas
urer, Judy's of the Buperiwr oint ani
Unit the )oml, n,iilp i,f n, iihik!. Ij u!
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NEW
MEXICO RUPERT L. STEWART OF AGRINORTHEASTERN
CULTURAL COLLEGE WRITES
COUNTY GETS GOOD RESULTS
TAVE DEVICE
WITH
VALUABLE ARTICLE
Entered at Uie posloffice at Hast
The first stave silo to be built iu
Ijus Vegas, New Mexico, for tr&nsmis-iu- j
New Mexico stands on
northeastern
through tUe United States mail
old site of the government and
the
lui second class matter.
state experiment" farm east of town.
This silo was purchased by the citiTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
zens of Tucutucari from the Indiana
Daily, by Career:
Silo company of Kansas City, and
.06
rir Copy
was
put tip and filled the latter part
15
frme Wef-of August. It is 30 feet high and 10
.66
Oae Month
a capacity of
7.S0 feet in diameter having
One Year
The amount
30 tons finished silage.
Daily by Msil
of green rudder required to fill it was
,16.00
One Year
33 and 36 tons, which was
'
3.00 between
itx Months
cut from five acres of dwarf milo
when the grain was in the dough
stage, says the Tucumcari Sun.
weekly optic and
GROWER
The milo in the field was cut with a
row binder and hauled to the silo on
One Year

Gm&e la
O- V'.X
a member e?rir tary cf VCsar GarrisaE trrrr
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The lad was
Riverdale troop cf Boy Swats.
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Forage crops Buffer both in yield
im3Bd;.Ete"y vent ixao
and quality if harvested too, early or
River Nears Levee's Top.
wr..h Gcmsf&r
Cox Tct:
OVERLAND K0D?.L 59 T
too late. Much damage is done, also,
Cairo, III, March SiThe stafe CooJ sir5t5rii in Otis.
o'clock j
when too much or too little time is of the Ohio river here at
Alfalfa is es- this morning was 52.1 lest and the
Telephone or call and we will have our demongiven for curing.
mistreat- river is still rising. The levee is ZZ
pecially susceptible to
TO CLOSE TCwiirf JOISTS
show you
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BY HARD HUSTLING

i. Black of the mesa is in the
city for a few days' business visit. .,
Henry Essenger of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
H. G. Frankenburger of Cimar-ois in the citj on a few days' business
C.

have rounded up the choicest selection of ail sorts of
merchandise for Spring and
vVe know we need
Summer.
not remind you that style, quality and prices are right when
you come to us.1

n,

visiL

of Santa Fe was a
Icsinebs visitor in; tlie city yesterday
and today.
F. Q. Hill of Raton was a visitor
in Las Vegas today and stopped at

te

wash goods than ever.
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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There are 722.335 coal miners In the
rited States.
The trades and labor council of
s ison, B. C is planning the erection
J a labor temple to cost $20,000.
Reports from cities in all parts of
r " country indicate that there will
a great deal of building done this
rear.
The United Mine Workers organiza-- .
:.ro of Iowa i3 planning the creation
to prosecute
if a legal department
injury cases of members.
V
bulletin by the department of
culture states that wages paid to
laborers in this country have
3.2 per cent last year and 7
cent during the last two years.
r.reat city Improvements now in
progress have caused a scarcity of
Mp in Pittsburgh, Pa. It is report-'.- 1
that ten thousand workmen, most-- v
laborers and workers in the build-i!- -'
trades, are needed.
Reports from the Painters' Interna-- '
nal union show that something like
V'OO a month was paid In 1912 to
of deceased members,
tni other thousands were disbursed
tn sick claims and funeral benefits.
of
The International Brotherhood
aintenance of Way Employes has
pi: chased two buildings for
in Detroit, Mich. One build-- i
will
house the printing plant, the
m;
:t the business offices of the union.
t the nest Trades-Unio- n
congress
a Great Britain a movement will be
inaugurated for the establishment of
i trades union bank on
no
lines, and the projectors have
doubt that the enterprise will take
shape.
There are approximately two thou-- j
five hundred women employed at,
'uU'at work in Utica, X. Y, factories,;
und they receive from $S to $10 a
week. They are obliged to report at
T o'clock
at night and work until 6
y--r
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from his home for a short business
'
visit.
Miss Gladys ulcVey returned Saturday evening from Denver where she
has, been for the past few days on a
:
visit.
T. A. Johnsen of the J. C. Johnsen
and Son Furniture company, left yes
terday for Globe, Ariz., on a business
v isit.
W. A. Galles, representative for the
Occidental Life Insurance company
of Albuquerque, was a business visitor here today.
D. T. White, a well known merchandise broker of El Paso, Tex., arrived
In the city yesterday afternoon for a
fhort business visit.
Mrs. F. R. Plunkett of Amarillo,
wno has been in the city for the past
week visiting her mother, Mrs. M. J.
Woods, left yesterday for her home.
J. C. Burton of Pueblo arrived in
the city Saturday evening to enter
the position of trainmaster in the
local Santa Fe offices, relieving Ed
-

Dowllng.
J. R. Galusha, special officer of the
Santa Fe Railway company, arrived
in the city yesterday afternoon from
Albuquerque on a short business visit

here.

ViiM I'll

Mrs. Robert
Pitcairn, wife or a
rominent business man of Chicago,
through here this aTwrnoon
u
private car Llamthe en route
Argf-!-

J. H. Culley of Wagon Mound arriv
ed in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon

fvr

u

Lws

visit!

Mr. If,
;:.'..'" l.' r in
" j.By' ijf
i;f '"'!' "

morning.

ad-M- it

i

the Troy hotel;
R. V. Heryer of Albuquerque arrived in the city last
evening for a few
days' business visit.
J. F. Curns, a prominent citizen cf
Wagon Mound, came in yesterday ior
a shoit visit in the city.
V. K. Jones cam in
yesterday afternoon from a business trip in the
northern part of the state. "
Frank Sandoval, a well known business man of Santa Fe, was a business
visitor in the city today.
Luciano Maes, a well known business man of Gonzales, is in the city
for a few days' business visit.
J. A.' Whitmore, a well known cattleman, left this afternoon for Albuquerque on a short business visit.
E. E. Veeder returned from Santa
Fe Saturday evening where he has
been for the past week on business.
Charles Farley, proprietor of the
Opera bar, is home from Hot Springs,
Ark., where ne has been for the past
few weeks on a pleasure trip.
H. C. Ilfeld left yesterday afternoon for Denver where he will spend
the next two weeks on a business

Misses Frances and Mildred Myers
returned yesterday afternoon frora
Wichita, Kan.j where they have been
for the past few days visiting rela
tives.
Perfect4 ' Gallegos, a well known
business man of VHIanueva, arrived
In the city yesterday on a business
visit. He returned to his home this
afternoon.
E. M. Bagwell returned yesterday
afternoon from Raton and other
places In that section of the state,
where he has been for the past week
on business.
t
Ed Dowllng, who recently accepted
a position in 'Dodge City, Kan., as
assistant Santa Fe superintendent,
left yesterday afternoon for that
place to enter upon his utles.
The Southern MinstreV Shows com-panwas here today, but will not
show in this city thl- season. There
are ten people in the company and
all were registered at El Dorado hotel.
John Stein, manager of the Harvey houses on the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company, arrived in the city yesterday
afternoon for a short business visit
here. '
Frank Gnerin and Ralph Frank will
leave this evening for Kansas City
where they will enter an automobile
training school. Another son of William Frank will leave soon for that
place to take a similar course.
Charles Lloyd, who lias been employed by the Blsmark restanrant for
the past seven years, left this afternoon for Newton, Kan., where he wltt
pnfpr the employ of the Hanlon Bun-pl- y
company s a traveling salesman.
T
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Areferendum vote taken on the
iutstion of electing officers of the Iowa
State federation by referendum vote
as defeated. The socialist delegates
Jt the Iowa State federation for a
number of years have advocated the
:erendum plan of electing officers.
;
Announcement has been made that
he International Typographical union
is
soon to erect an addition to the
I nion Printers'
home at Colorado
springs! Colo., at a cost of $50,000.
The work of erection will be started
'cn and the new building will be
-l as an amusement hall.
Prices of farm products have fallen
n Little Rock, Ark., owing to the
of the Farmers' union as a factor in the local grocery trade. The
Uttle Rock store was a success from
he day it started, and it is probable
mt the Farmers' union will open
.nes in other cities of Arkansas.
The labor temple at Vancouver, Bri-M- i
Columbia, recently erected, and
Men, with the land on which it
ands, represents an outlay of mote
art a quarter of a million dollars,
owned by the organized labor of
;ncouver, the trades and labor coun-carrying the controlling interest.
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T. C. de Bac

All leading styles in fabrics
at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of dress goods and

Sole

:

place."-'- "

Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to $15.00

&

'

John Rudulph returned today from
Gascon after a short visit at that

Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
from $7.50 to $20.00

Hoffman
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Charles Spiess left this afternoon
for Santa Fe on a few days' business
KS
visit there.
Miss Josefita Garcia has returned
from Villanueva wnere she has been
A
teaching school during the past five
months.
Mrs. L. M. Crosswite left thTs afternoon for her homo In Kansan City,
after having been a visitor in the city
for the past two weeks.
J. C. Jameson, representing the HER PART OF THE NEW YORK
New Yoric Underwriters Fire InsurTRIO CONCERT WAS THE
MOST ENJOYABLE.
ance company. left this afternoon for
Santa Fe after a short business visit
here.
"Gee, fellers, you don't ketch me
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Breese and baby whistling for the benefit of the pubcame iii this afternoon from Brook-fiel- lic any more. Not after hearing that
Mo., where Mrs. Breese has lady up there whistle. I thought I
been for some time visiting her par- could warble some, but jiminy "
So spake a little chap in the back
ents.
Miss Ruth E. Lehnhard, who is to of the hall at the Santa Fe concert
take the management of El Porvemr at the Y. M. C. A. Saturday night afranch this coming 'summer, will ter Miss Jean Cooper, one of the enleave tomorrow for that popular re- tertainers of the New York Ladies'
"
sort.
Trio, had finished her wnlstllng solo.
JIr. and Mrs. J. H. Bell returned Mosfl folkte men folks think they
last night from Albuquerque and San- can whistle some better than others,
ta Fe where they have been for the but Miss Cooper put them all to
past ten days visiting" friends and shame wtlh her whistling ability
relatives.
night. She whistled the classiTwo cars of race horses passed cal music, the ragtime and Just to
through yesterday afternoon on train show how versatile she was she
No. 10 en route from Mexico to Spo- whistled "Yankee Doodle" backwards
with her back toward the audience.
kane, Wash., where a big race meet
will be held next month. The own- Miss Cooper's imitation of the duet
ers of the horses accompanied the of the chick and the canary bird was
a clever piece of work, and equally
animals.
Colonel Durall, assistant
general clever were her character delineapassenger agent for the Santa Fe tions of the Irish and Dutch women.
Miss Augusta Grimm, the leader of
Railway company, passed through
here yesterday afternoon in private the party, Immensely pleased with
car No. 1 on train No. 10 en route her readings from stories of Eugene
from Albuquerque to his headquar- Field and
Henry. Besides reading,
ters at Chicago.
and
accompanying, Miss
singing,
C. C. Snyder and son, Glenn, left Grimm proved herseif a real artist
yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque both in the art of make up and' the
to locate at that place. Mr. Snyder portrayal of the character of the talk,
has been employed In the Nolette atlve, sensible old maid. Her work
barber shop for the past few days reminded one of Eieanor Robson in
while his son has been in the em- the "Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary."
Miss Bess Johnson, the third memploy of Charles O'Malley.
W. H. Baker of Denver passed ber of the party, possesses a soprano
through here today in his Ford auto voice of rare quality and clearness.
en route from San Francisco to his Her numhers were well selected and
home. While in the city Mr. Baker well rendered.
Next Saturday night the Otterbeln
stopped at the Whalen garage. Mr.
Baker was one of the first of the Male Quartette and Eell Ringers will
tourists to leave California this sea- appear at the Y. M. C. A. as the sixth
son and has found the roads .good Santa Fe concert of the season. Tickets for the Santa Fe men and their
aiong the way.
Secundino Romero, United States families will be reserved on Thursmarshal, left yesterday afternoon for day and Friday. Other tickets will
Santa Fe, Albuquerque and other be available on Saturday.
numplaces where he will collect-FIRST OIL SHIPMENT
ber of Chinese who recently were
A car load of oil for smudging pursmuggled into the United States. He
will escort them to San Francisco poses was shipped this week from the
where they will be sent back to their Brown well southeast of Artesla to
'
'"
home country. " ' "r
South Springs, near1' Roswell, being
Miss Ruby Moore, daughter of J. E. the first shipment from this oil sec
A contract has been entered
Moore, of this city, came in yester tion.
day afternoon from Raton where she between the ownefa of the well and
has been visiting for the past few days the managers of the South Spring
and will spend the summer here with ranch which provides for the regular
her father. Miss Moore has been teach- shipment of the output of the well.
has attracted wideing school at Ute Park during tte This contract
past winter. A number of her friends spread interest as it indicates that
met her at the train.
there is a continuous oil flow in this
J. M. Purcell, formerly an engineer locality.
The Belt Petroleum company is
cf the third district of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe railway, ready for work and development on
but now employed by that company the property belonging to this enter
as .transportation inspector in Okla prising organization will be pushed
homa, left yesterday afternoon for his rapidly. The president, William Belt,
home in Oklahoma after having been is giving his personal interest to the
the guest of his son, Charles Purcell matter and the equipments will be on
the ground In a short time.
of this city, for the past few day3.
Other companies are in the field;
The two Packard cars that passed
and immense derricks are being erectsome
the
time
yescity
ago
tnrough
ed so that the oil field certainly preterday returned on their way back
Modto Detroit. These iars are out on a sents a businesslike appearance.
and
is
installed
ern
being
machinery
demonstration trip and are the first
from
are
drillers
here
experienced
cars jthat have been equipped with
wire yheels. Those in the party were abroad.
Considerable of the oil production
J. G Vincent, T. II. Trego, W. R.
in
this locality is being used for
JohnE.
Eisenheit and J.
McCulla,
smudging purposes and much of it is
son.
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent used in running macinery, as it supof the western lines of the Santa Fe plies a long felt need, that of cheap
fuel. Expensive fuel has retarded the
Railway company, with headquarters
progress of the entire valley but as
Satthe
at La, Junta, arrived in
city
been solved to our
urday! night in his private car and this question has
section
is expected to
this
advantage,
was a visitor here yesterday.
Mr.
Kurn has been in Albuquerque at- go forward by leaps and bounds.
A new chamber of commerce
has
tending the O. S. and D. meeting
held there last ween. Mrs. Kurn ac.' been organized to carry on the work
once assigned to our defunct commercompanied Mr. Kurn.
cial
club, and there is a feeling of conMrs. C. C. Robbins and her daughfidence on the part of investors, the
ter, Miss Edna, left yesterday afterinfluence of which is being felt alnoon for Albuquerque where they will
in business " matters. Pecos
ready
visit friends ,for the next few days
Vallev
News.
and then leave for Los Angeles at
which place tney will reside. C. C.
"What are the principal activities
Robbijis, a member of Gross, Kelly
ocand Company, left some time ago for of the official position our friend
cupies?"
California with his daughter, Miss
"Those involved in holding on to
Clara. The Robbins expect to spend
it,"
replied Senator Sorghum.
a year or more on the coast.
On train No. 1 yesterday afternoon
"Pardon me, madam."
D. McNlcoll, vice
president of the
"For what?"
Canadian Pacific Railway company,
"I inadvertently
jabbed my eye
Montreal,
with
headquarters at
into your jeweled hatpin."
car
In
here
private
through
passed
Metopeda en route from Montreal to
"Are you tue same man who ate
Vancouver via the San Francisco
route. Mr. McNicoIl's
private car my mince pie last week?"
"No, mum. I'll never be the name
was made of maplewood and was
man
of
again-- "
the
Interior
the
highly polished,
rar b'ing made of oak and beautifulHe (cautiously) If I fcliould pro-w.static
Mr, McNIeoll
ly furnihliPd.
fcay "Vh"t
would
n
atlif-- r
bf"
wt
has
bad
t)jt
Hint (still jnoi-ttuuilo.ibly), u you
d U along (he line uiid Omt the
oiM kay "'!," won!,!
J
oi
f ttiM roun-li- . Hn-If) ihU U':'V.;n
wutM-l.l- !..!?
"'I.
v
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FIVE

COOPER

Transact Your Business

CIIAMPIO

ThrouThis

Bank

Which offers safety to large and bmaH depositors alike 4, .Jhis is a bank for
good service,
issuing Drafts, Letters of Credit, Money Orders anh (Travelers' Checks Collections are
promptly made, and loans made on approved collateral or endorsement.

WHISTLER

TeJte Advantage of This Service!

Bcvnk & Trust Co.
Peoples
CAPITAL

$111,000

BOOSTERS TO GO VUMEN WILL VOTE WOMAN'S CLUB TO
ON TRIP TO

AT THE SCHOOL

ENTERTAIN BIG

fATROUS
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THERE THEY WILL BE MET
THE WAGON MOUND COM-

BY

MERCIAL CLUB
On Thursday afternoon the members of the Commercial club will go
on the first of the series of Boosters'
trips. The rip will be to Watrous
and the members will place road signs
all the way to that place.
- The
trip will be taken in autos
and as man yas possible will be obtained for the occasion. All auto owners who will lend their cars are requested to see W. H. Stark, secretary of the club, before Thursday ao
that a definite list can be made of
those who will go on the trip.
The Conrmercial Club of Wagon
Mound will meet the local club and
the Watrous club at Watrous and a
general meeting will be held there
that will be on the nature of a good
roads affair.
This subject should be of interest
to every auto owner in the state, as
the roads that are to be improved are
used by every autoist. The posts on
which the signs are to be placed will
be caried by one special auto and all
other material necessary will be carried with the Boosters in machines.
There will be three of these booster
trips. The first will he to the northern
part of the county, the second will be
to the western part, and the last will
be in the southern part. No definite
time as to when there last two trips
will be taken has been set as yet, but
they will come soon, atfer the first
one? The dinner that was to have
been served in the Commercial club
club rooms next Thursday evening has
been postponed on account of conflicting dates of other organizations.
The dinner will be held next week.
INJURED

RANCHMAN

DEAD

March 31. At
Springer, N, M
last Sunday morning Thomas
E. Cole met his death at his farm
home at the Palo Blanco, 40 miles
northeast of the city, by being blown
fiom the roof of his house by the
high wind which prevailed all day.
It appears that the iron on the roof
had become loosened by the wind and
Mr. Cole went up to fasten it down,
He had been there but a short
time when a terrific gale caught un
der the roof, blowing it off and carry
ing Mr. Cole about 40 feet, throwing
him violently to the ground and
rendering him unconscious, in which
condition he remained until 315 in
the afternoon, when he died. When
he struck the ground he alighted on
his right side and that side of the
head vias badly bruised. His left
wrist was broken. Internal Injuries
were the cause of his death. '
11:20

WITH BUT ONE TICKET IN THE DANCING, CARDS AND LUNCHEON
FIELD VOTING IS EXACTTONIGHT IN COMMERCIAL
ED TO BE LIGHT. ,
CLUB ROOMS

The election that is to ocSur to-- ,
for the purpose of choosing
five members of the board of education of the city of La3 Vegas will be
held in the following polling places:
First ward, office of La Voz del
morrow

Pueblo.
Second ward, city hall.,

Third ward, Carnegie library

build-

ing.

Fourth ward, office

of Clay and

Givens.

The chatter of women's voices will
be heard about the polls as well as
the gruff growling of men's vocal
chords. When the judges and clerks
of the election were selected a woman was not p'iaced among those
named.
and clerks of the
Judges
election are as follows:
First ward: Judges John A. Ross,
Clerks-J- ohn
R. B. Rice, T. H. Ogden.
E. McGuIre, W. T. Reed.
Second ward: Judges O. li. Gregory, Filomeno Gonzales, C. N. Douglas.
Clerks Morris Biehl, N. B.
'
Roseberry.
A.'
Third ward: Judges
p,' Hig-glnJohn W. Jones, H. C. Toung,
Clerks J. S. Duncan, Jr., William
'

s,

'"'

Doll.

Fourth ward: Judges W.' A. Givens, William Sparks, Rafael Gallegos.
Clerks A. Ralney, Salomon Gallegos,

FROST DID NOT MEAN
ANY

Ml

FIEES BULLET
THROUGH

A HOUSE

W. F. GATES ONLY ESCAPED SERIOUS PUNISHMENT BECAUSE
HE IS AN INVALID.

THING DISHONEST

MAN ACCUSED
IN ALASKA

OF LAND FRAUUS
EXPLAINS
R

LETTER.

A woman stopped the car at one of
the avenues and upon reaching the
platform attempted to get off on the
wrong side.
"The other side, madam," said the
conductor.
"I want to get oft on this side," exclaimed the woman.
.
"You can't do it, madam," was the
reply.
"Conductor " she said angrily, "I
want to get off on this side the car."
In a loud voice the conductor cried :
"Gentlemen, please stand aside and
let the lady climb the gate."

March 31. Albert C.
Chicago,
Frost, who with four others is on
trial before Federal Judge Landis
charged with defrauding the government out of Alaskan coal lands valued at' $10,000,000, continued his direct testimony today by explaining
what he meant in a letter written to
Henry C. Osborne, a Toronto bainker,
February 9, 1907, in which Frost
'
,;
said:
"No that Mr. Ballinger is commissioner of the general land office we
o
;
can get anything we want''
Osborne was indicted with Frost
in connection with the alleged frauds,
but has not been arrested, as the of'
i.-'v"
fense is not extraditable.
"Did you mean you could get any
thing illegal from Mr. Ballinger f" in
quired Attorney Albert F. FInki V
"No, I did not intend to convey
that meaning," repelld Frost. "I
meant that we coulu get any informa- toln about the coal lands that we
wanted. I meant that we could learn
what we might want to know quick
ly and In as much detail as we wished
'
to get."
Frost explained that Mr. Ballinger
former'ty was at the head of the law
firm .which 'acted bn the advice of
the firm in taking out coal claims in
Alaska.
Frost explained other portions of letters written to the other
defendants In an effort to show that
the law had not been violated in the
taking out of the coal land claims.

"I'm afraid I'll disagree with you,"
remarked Jonah as the whale swallowed him.
"Perhaps," replied the whale, "but
it won't be a circumstance to the way
the theologians will disagree when
they come to discuss the. Incident."

ACCUSED OF KILLING WIFE.
Van Wert, O., March 31. The case
'
on a
of Ralph Hoover, indicted
charge of murdering his 16 year old
wife, came up for trla'i today The
alleged crime was committed at the
home of the couple several months

;

Tonight in the Commercial club
rooms will occur the first society event
the week when the Woman's Club of
Las Vegas will entertain. This event
is to be composed of card playing,
dancing and luncheon, as well as
many other pleasures in which Las
Vegas society is interested.
The first part of the evening's program will start at 8 o'clock and until
10:30 o'clock card playing will be the
vogue. After cards dancing will begin
and continue for the rest of the evening. A light luncheon will be served
during the evening by the ladies and
the affair promises to be one of ths
jolliest of the season.
An admission of 50 cents will be
charged, which will go to a fund
building of the valk to the cemetery.
A small amount is already in the
hands of the treasurer and with the
proceeds of this evening's entertainment enough will be on hand to start
the building of the walk. A large
patronage is desired by the members
of the club and It is hoped that the attendance will be large.

!'

,

'

.

Business was unusually heavy in
the city court today, there being six
cases disposed of. This heavy business shows that the city is
being
kept in a respectable condition. All
hoboes who strike this place are
moved along if they cannot show
means of support, and tne city is not
put to the cost of feeding them.
The following cases were brought
before Judge, D. R. iwurray
this
morning: Fidelin Esteran, arrested
by Officer Jesse Hunzaker yesterday
for drunkenness and disorderly conduct, was given 15 days on the .
streets. Celclo Sanchez, arrested by
Chief of Police Ben Coles Saturday
evening on a charge of drunkenness
and disorder, also received 15 days.
Gregorio Lucero, arrested by Officer
E. C. Ward Saturday evening on a
charge of drunkenness and disorderly
conduct, received the same sentence.
Antonio Torancia, arrested by Chief
of Police Ben Coles Saturday evening on charge of drunkenness and
disorderly conduct, was fined $5,
which he paid W. F. Gates, arrested
by Chief of Police Ben Coles on a
charge of discharging weapons inside
the city limits, several of the bullets
striking a number of the residences,
pleaded guilty and was fined the
costs on the condition that he discontinue the practice. Gates, who is
an invalid, lives north of the High
school building and ou account of the
straitened circumstances
the man
Judge Murray refunded the costs
which amounted to $3.50; One of
Gates' bullets penetrated ' the residence of O. G. Schaefer.
Under a
state law Cates could have been sent
to the penitentiary for discharging a
weapon near a dwelling house. Fe
lipe Baca, arrested by Special Santa
Fe Officer Frank Hill on the charge
of trespassing recWved ten days as
a punishment.

RACES OPEN AT JAMESTOWN
Norfolk, Va., March 31. The season
ago. The accused husbabnd is but of racing in the east was Inaugurated
"Would you as soon take your 20 vears of age.
here today, when the guhs at the
JameHlown Jockey club's track were,
change In silver?"
"I soiipoKe so. Only in that case
for (he annual spring meetMiss Sutsle CoMicll, who lias
I'll have to scatter It tlirinifl) all my employed at Turner's ranch for the ing. Tin) ijujefini? will etitifiuue until
A nril 17.
')
Tha uUMih lire filled with
pBht winter In tl
capacity (f
nn of the b i t thorougH-m"VVby sot"
in tfi
twiiluT, r;turinril fSulurdtiy f;om iUn
MS;-"If I don'l my wif.r'd liiar It
J
PuiiiH li bus ti;ii-- 1 lbs cum, try and a feu
iik U jri
jifi
"
br-a-

upt-rii-- d

1

tlil.-ttd-
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NOT THAT END

1U

;

The Parson Virtue always geU
Reward In the end.
I The Politician No. Sometimes
lets It In the neck.
HIS PA'S
i
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
State of New Mexico. Certificate
of Comparison.
United States of America,
State of New Mexico, as.
It is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the amendment to Certificate ot Incorporation of The Las
Vegas Masonio Building Association
(No. 7450) with the endorsements
thereon, as same appears on file and
of record In the office of the State
Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman and clerk of said commission
have hereunto set their hands and af
fixed the seal of said commission, at
the City of San Fe, on this Fifth day
of February, A. D. 1913.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.

RESOLUTION NO 36
resolution
relating to the city
A
election to be held in the city! of Las
first day
Vegas, New Mexico on the
ot April, A. D. 1913, appointing judges and clerks of election,
Whereas, a city election for the purpose of electing members of the board
of education, will be held in the city
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on the

as such for the same period of time
as their predecessors; those elected
to fill vacancies occasioned by death,
removal or resignation shall be bo
elected and shall serve as such for
and during the unexpired terms of
their predecessors."
In Witness Whereof, The Las Vegas Masonio Building Association has
caused this certificate to be signed
by its president and secretary, and its
corporate seal affixed hereto this 30th
day of January, A. D. 1913.
(Seal)
THE LAS VEGAS MASONIC BUILDPresident

:

me OPTIC

TUt

LOBBY

REST

hU

AURiNT

CAFl

SHORT OROER3 AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

first day of April, A. D. 1913, and
Whereas, it is necessary to appoint
judges and clerks of said election,
Now, therefore, be it resolved by
the city council of the City of Las Ve
gas New Mexico, that the following
named persons be and constitute, and
they are' hereby appointed as the judg
es and clerks of said election in the
various wards 'of said city, t.
First Ward: Judges John A. Ross,
l?
it Rice. T. H. Ogden. Clerk- sJohn E. McGuire, W. T. Reed.
Second Ward: Judges O. L. Greg-

ING ASSOCIATION.
By CHARLES 1LFELD.

Attest

MARCH 31, 1913,

CHAPMAN

II

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A.

COLUMN
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

GEO. II. KINKEL, Secretary.
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 30th day of January, A. D.
1913, before me appeared Charles
to me personally known, who be- C. N. Douglas.
Certificate of Amendment of the Ar ng by me duly sworn did say: That ory, Filomeno Gonzales,
Ma- Clerks Morris Blehl, N. B. Roseberry.
Las
The
ho
of
is
Vegas
Las
the
of
president
ticles of Incorporation
Third Ward: Judges A. D. Higgins,
sonic Building Association, and that
Vegas Masonic Building
W. Jones, H. C. Toung. Clerks
instrument
to
John
said
affixed
the
seal
Association
J. S. Duncan, Jr., William Doll.
corpoof
said
seal
the
is
Kin
H.
corporate
Ilt'eld
and
Charles
George
We,
,
Fourth Ward: Judges W. A.
and that said instrument
kel, president and secretary, respectiv ration
William Sparks, Rafael Gallegos.
sealed In behalf of
ely, of The Las Vegas Masonic Building was signed and
of its Clerks A. Rainey, Salomon Gallegos.
Association, a corporation organized said corporation by authority
Adopted this 26th day of March, A
board of directors, and said Charles

Flvs cents per line eacrt insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. At!
ailvertls ments charged
will be booked at coace actually set.
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.

W. M

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. We P. Mills,
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
conclave sec. d Tues-- and Seal.
-'
lday In each month at Ma
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second as
Reg-4C3ul-

Kinkel, E.
corder.

C;

Chas. Tamme,

Re-

fourth

Thursday
evening east
at w. o. W. Hall. Visitlmt
brothers cord'.ally invited.
Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator:
J. Thornltu
Secretary.
month

CHAPTER
MASONS

AL ARCH

Hi 11EE

NO. .

Mebachner, Chaa
cellor Commandei

LAS VEGAS

Giv-ens-

LODGE

DORADO

M.

NO. 3. ROY

Regilar

con

vocation first Monday in
each month, at Masonio
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O,
Blood, Secretary.

LOCAL TIME CAHIi
and existing under and by virtue of the
D. 1913.
laws of the Territory, now State, ot Ilfeld acknowledged said instrument
EAST BOUND
said
of
Approved:
deed
act
and
to
be the free
New Mexico, Bo Hereby Certify as
Arrive
Depart
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
corpoartion.
follows:
8:15 p.
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No. 2 .
p. m
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN f.
seal
official
Mayor.
Attest:
Witness my hand and
First: That at a meeting, regularly
8. Meets first and third Fridays No. 4. . 11:05 p. m
11:05 p.
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
written.
and legally held, of tho Directors of the day and year last above
2:05 a. m
2:10 a.
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, No. 8..
T. M. ELWOOD,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma- No. 10..
The Las Vegas Masonic Building Asso (Seal)
1:45 p. m
2:10 p.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
Notary Public.
ciation, on the 20th day of January,
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
1913.
In
accordance with the 'statute in FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Nov.
21,
commission
expires
D. 1913, at the office of the said My
WEST BOUND
Telephone Main 329.
511 Ninth street.
such cases made and provided, we,
State of New Mexico,
No.
1:20 p. m
1:45 p.
corporation, in the City of La3 Vegas,
the undersigned, the city council of
of San Miguel, ss.
No.
6:10 a. m
6:15 a.
County of San Miguel, State of New County
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
3...
NO,
RENTFOR
Call
D.
Fine
New
saddle
horses.
A.
of
Mexico,
the city
Las Vegas,
On this 30th day of January,
No.
m
4:20
4:30 p.
Mexico, a resolution was passed and
p.
102
7....
Mees
at
Main 312.
every Monday night
before me personally appeared hereby proclaim and give public noNo. 9... 6:35 p. m
7:00 p.
adopted wherein and whereby the said 1913,
O.
C.
R.
on
avenue.at
Hall,
Douglai,
to
in
be
held
the
their Charles Ilfeld and George H. Kinkel, tice of an election
hoard of directors, expressed
8 o'clock.
m inhere are
n
Visiting
deNew
ot
Mexico,
Las
Vegas,
city
to me known to be the persons
cxpediATTOKNKYS
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
"That is an odd name your brother opinion that it vras ecesary,
of April, A.
VI of scribed In and who executed the fore- Tuesday, the first day
Article
that
advisable
and
ent
T.
Buhlor
bas."
J.
president;
secretary;
of
ana
D.
the
1913,
purpose
object
and acknowledged
FOR SALE White Wyandotte day
HUNKER & HUNKER
"Yes; pa calls him 'Appropriation the Articles of Incorporation of the going instrument,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
old chicks, ?10 to $12 per hundred.
executed the same as their which Is to elect five members of
that
Build
they
Masonic
JHH' because he's stealin' pie and preLas
The
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunt.
Vegas
said,
of
of
the city
the board of education
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt,
serves all the time."
free act and deed.
Attorneys-at-Laing Association should be amended as
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
official seal Las Vegas, as follows:
Kan.
and
hand
R. R. 2.
Witness
my
In
said
New Mexb:
Las Vegas.
and
out, and by
set
hereinafter
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
Two members for a term of two
JUST THE ONE
above written.
resolution the said board of directors the day and year last
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
T. M. ELWOOD
years.
FOR SALE All kinds of dairy uten
DENTISTS
directed that a special meeting of the (Seal)
on the second and fourth Fridays
ot
a
four
for
members
term
Three
Public.
Notary
sils, also good water boiler. Apply
stockholders o! the said corporation
8
C.
H
m.
of
at
each
month
p.
commission expires Nov. 21, 1915, years.
Ackerman dairy.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
should be called for the purpose of My
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmlo, Clerk
That the polling places where said
New
Mexico,
of
State
and
Crockett Building.
matter
for
considering the said
Visiting members are especially Office
election is to be heid In each ward BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sin-gl- e
San Miguel, ss.
of
Main 1H
1913
D.
A.
County
of
Telephone
30th
on the
January,
day
welcome and cordially Invited.
Charles Ilfeld and George H. Kinkel in said ctiy of Las Vegas, New Mexi
and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Main 1
s
House Telephone
of the
Second:
That the
himself co, are as follows:
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Masonic Building As being duly sworn each for
Ward No. 1 Office of La Voz del
not one for the other, on their
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Osage City, Kan.
sociation provide that ten days notice and
Pueblo.
are
the
That
I. O. of B. B. Meets
and
say:
oaths
every first
depose
Dentist
all
shal be given the stockholders of
Ward No. 2 City hall.
and secretary, respectively,
WHITE
$1.50 for Tuesday of the month In the vestry
eggs
Wyandotte
president
of any description
Dental
work
such
purposes,
special meetings for
Ward No. 3 Carnegie library build
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
15, $6.00 for 1000. Old stock Bcored
of The Las Vegas Masonic Buildin
and that in pursuance of such proviorgan ing.
from 90 to 94. William Griggs,
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
ten days no- Association, a corporation
sion of the said
Ward No. 4 Oifice of Clay & Giv-and
undef
by
Isaac AppeL
N. M.
ized
and
existing
Mound,
Wagon
cordially Invited.
a
East Las Vegas, N. M.
of
stockholders
the
was
tice
given
ens.
Ter
the
of
Sec
laws
of
Charles
the
virtue
Greenclay.
President;
said
on
the
held
to
be
meeting
special
Done at the city of Las Vegas, New
now State, of New Mex
retary.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
30th day of January, A. D. 1913 for ritory,
this 21st day of March, A
Mexico,
Article
of
amendment
the
that
ico;
Lucas County, ss.
the said purpose.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thai
the Articles of Incorporation of D. 1913.
COUN
LOST Gold signet ring with initials KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Third: That on the 30th day of VI of
ot the firm of P.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
the said Las Vegas Masonio Building
M. E. R. Finder return to Optic of
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and he Is senior partner
Goggles I am trying to sell mj January, A. D. 1913, in pursuance of
business in
&
J.
ot
Co.,
Las
doing
Cheney
of
the
City
Mayor
as set out in the above
fice and receive reward.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, the City of Toledo, County and Stat
automobile.
the said resolution of the board of di- Association,
M.
N.
such
Vegas,
ot
certificate
Pioneer building.
Speeder To whom?
Visiting mem- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
rectors of the said, Las Vegas Ma- and foregoing
Goggles Oh: some politician.
LOST Sunday afternoon, large Nav
bers are cordially Invited. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
amendment, was assented to, at a Attest:
purin
and
Association,
sonic
Building
CHAS. TAMME, Cleric.
LARS for each and every case of Ca
Speeder But why politician?
of the
and meeting of the stockholders
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
ajo blanket Return to Papen's
Goggles Because It is Buch a good suance of the notice regularly
that cannot be cured by the uss
tarrh
30th
on
the
held
said corporation,
day
grocery and receive reward.
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
duly made as aforesaid, a special
s
ASSESSMENT
NOTICE.
of January, A. D. 1913, by
FRANK J. CHENEY.
meeting of the stockholders of the in interest of each class of the stock
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
Notice is hereby given to all taxAsSworn to before me and subscribe
Masonic
Building
said Las Vegas
at
Meets every Monday evening
in my presence, this 6th day of De
holders having voting powers repre- payers in Precinct No. 29 of the
sociation was held at the office of the
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
a
hall on Sixth street All visit- cember, A. D. 1886.
their
of San Miguel, that I will he
the
that
and
county
such
at
sented
meeting,
said corporation in the City of Las
A. W. GLEASON,
AMD
atto
beInvited
brethren
(Seal)
605
Lincoln
in
s
avenue,
cordially
office,
in
each
of
ing
my
said
interest
Notary Public.
Ve:jas, county of San Miguel, state of
SIGN PAINTING
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
and 5 p.
class of the stockholders voted in tween the hours of 8 a.
is taken inter
Cure
Catarrh
Hall's
New Mexico.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, nally and acts directly upon th
of such amendment, and the m., until the 30th day of April, 1913,
N. O.
Fourth: That at the said meeting favor
s
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of th
in interest of each to receive returns tf all taxable propsaid
429 GRAND AVE.
of the said stockholders of the said
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
system. Send for testimonials free
to
do so within
Those
cor
erty.
said
stockholders
of
of
the
class
falling
Las Vegas Masonic Building AssociaF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
will
assessed
be
the
time
and
specified
poration having voting powers,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
tion, by a resolution duly made, secat such meeting were
by me according to section 4035 of
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for const)
onded, caried and adopted, Article VI represented
stockof 1897 and a pen-laAdv
the
laws
the
in
all
of
P.
interest
of
compiled
MACKEL
PETER
each
of
pation.
fourth
evening
Tuesday
of the Articles of Incorporation of the
of 25 per cent will he imposed
of the said Las Vegas Masonic
holders
on Ninth street
home
Elks
month
HOUSE
AND
PAINTING
SIGN
BuildMasonic
said, The Las Vegas
on those who fall to make returns.
You can say goodbye to constlpa
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
Building Association.
lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
ing Association, which now reads as
conscience if you i
Mc- - tion with a clear
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 15,
CHAS. ILFELD,
D.
invited.
P.
ers
are
cordially
and
Glaiing.
Tablets. Many
follows.
use Chamberlain
1913.
W.
Con
B.
H.
GEO.
KINKEL,
Elroy, Exalted Ruler;
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
been permanently cured by theli
"VI. The number of Directors who
MANUEL A. SANCHEZ,
don. Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv
Old Town
est aide Plasa
shall manage the concerns of this comAssessor.
D. 1913.
A.
of
30th
this
day
January,
pany for the first three months of its
H. D. TOUNG,
T. M. ELWOOD,
unite with the republicans in the secorporate existence shall be five and (Seal)
I
Public.
Deputy.
lection of a ticket or shall nominate
Notary
their names are: Charles Tamnie, Tho1315.
Nov.
21,
a full democratic ticket.
mas Scott Elston, Thomas
Walter My commission expires
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
FOR FEDERAL
Cor. Rec'd. ADVERTISEMENT
No. 7450.
Endorsed:
BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
and
Lawrence
25o psr 10 lbs.
Albert
Hayward,
to
lbs.
Each
Delivery
2,000
bs.,
1,000
SITES.
BUILDING
Vol 6 Page 204. Amendment to CertiTabby And you'd lay down your Charles Henry Sporleder.''
30c
per 100 lbs.
to
200
Each
lbs.
Delivery
1,000 lbs.
ATTENTION
Treasury Department, Office of the
REPUBLICANS
of Incorporation of The Las
Me for me?
40c per 100 lbs.
Was amended so as to read as fol- ficate
50
200
Each
to
lbs.
Delivery
lbs.,
D.
March
Tom More than that; I'd lay down
C,
A meeting of the republicans of
Vegas Masonic Building Association. Secretary, Washington,
50o per 18i lbs.
lows:
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery
five or six of 'em!
Proposals are hereby so Precinct No. 29 is hereby called for
in Office of State Corporation 15, 1913.
Filed
"VI. The number of directors who
the
office of Saturday evening, March 29, in the
Feb. 5, 1913; 9 a. m. Ed- licited, to be opened in
shall manage the concerns of this com- commission,
DIFFERENT MEAT
A
E. the Supervising Architect, Treasury city hall for the purpose of discussing
win F. Coard, Clerk.
Compared
pany for the first three months of its
Department, Washington, D. C, at 10 the coming election of members of
D. C. to J. J. O.
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a4
corporate existence shall be five and
o'clock a. m., on April 14 1913, for the board of education. The meeting
State of New Mexico,
their names are: Charles Tarn me,
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas , Famous.
the sale or donation to the United will decide whether or not It is adCount yof San Miguel, ss.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Thomas Scott Elston, Thomas Walter
and
corner
lot, centrally
visable to combine wit'v the democrats
I hereby certify that this instru- States of a
and
Lawrence
Albert
Hayward,
ment was filed for record on the 13th conveniently located and suitable tor In the nomination of a ticket. All
Charles Henry Sporleder.
of Feb. A. D. 1913 at 11:15 o'clock a federal building site at East Las members of the party are requested
At the next annual meeting of the day
a. m., and was duly recorded In Book Vegas, New Mexico. The site must to be present.
stockholders of this company twelve
JOHN H. YORK, Chairmau.
No. 1 of Art. of Inc. page 311 on this be approximately 19,000 square feet
directors shall be elected to manage
in area and if the lot offered is rec13th day ot Feb. A. D. 1913.
the concerns of the company, and that
dimensions
Foley Kidney Pills will reach jour
Witness my hand and seal of office. tangular, its minimum
thereafter the number who shall con120 feet. The Individual case If you have nnv form
not
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less
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LORENZO
DELGADO,
(Seal)
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stitute the board of directors of this
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Clerk and
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twelve.
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That
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company shall
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a
convenient
point)
By WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
oning or irregular and painful kidney
twelve directors who are elected at
'-city of East Las Vegas, New action. They are strengthening, to
the next annual meeting, three shall
Mexico, and the incorporated town nlc and curative, and contain no habit
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lmiks it ib coo late:
toy jove:
gian
I thought of it!"
Stover turned to his men. "Four ol
you-ahustle up a couple hundred
pounds of that ice pronto! Crack it
an' fill the bar'L"
There was
scramble for the dpor.
"And there's something else, too,
went on Berkeley. "He's being fet
wrong for his last days of training
the idea af a man eating lamb-chop-s
fried eggs, oatmeal, and all that debili
tating stuff! Those girls overload hit
stomach. Why, he ought to havt
to make him strong
something
I
A,- .ll

MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1913.

tr yoa are

going iot a warn, u
sing for you at some other time."
"Is Mr. Speed up yet?"
"Up and gone. He'll be back soon."
Then Mrs. Keap sank into the hammock, and with something like resig-

nation, said:
""Proceed with the song."

As Glass consenu-io o una.
speaker musea, Ditterly, " 'Early u
bed and early to rise.' I wish I ha
the
t
who wrote
a

night-watchm-

th-js-

words."

tit

"Didn't you never see the sun ris
before?"
"Certainly not I don't stay up thai Being
late."
"Well, ain't it beautiful!" The stoui

Along the road toward the ranch
buildings plodded two dusty pedestrians, one a blond youth bundled
thickly in sweaters, the other a fat
man who rolled heavily, and paused
now and then to mop his purple face.
Both were dripping as If from an im
BIT
THE
PLAY
BY
SOBBiaTEl)
"Name it," said Willie, shortly.
mersion, while the air about the latter
"Something like like bear meat.' vibrated with heat waves. They both
"We ain't got no bear." Willit stumbled as they walked, and it was
looked chagrined.
only by the strongest effort of will
"This ain't their habitat," added that they propelled themselves. As
Stover apologetically.
they neared the corner of the big,
ranch-hous"Well, he ought to hare meat, and
already reflecting
BROTHERS
CfVPTRlgHT J91Q 3V Htt?PEW
it ought to be wild raw, if possible the hot glare of the morning sun, a
"1 neir ain't nothm' wilder 'n a long man's clear tenor voice came to them,
SYNOPSIS.
i aom thinlr.
Gallagher Wouia horn. We can git him a steer."
Mr.
Speed, but he might-bri- be
"The volley was fired at sunrise.
"You are sure the meat isn't too
CHAPTER I Cowboys of the Flylnp injure
him."
Just at the break of day"
Heart ranch are heartbroken over the
tender?"
d
loan of their
by
phonograph
"Caramba!" exclaimed the Mexi
"It's tougher 'n a night in jail."
the defeat of their champion in a foot"Did
you get that?" one of the two
can.
race with the cook of the Centipede
"Good! The rarer it is the better exclaimed hoarsely.
ranch. A house partv is on at the Flying
"They're practic"God
'
'lmightyl" Willie cried, in Some raw eggs and a good strong ing a death-marcHeart J. Wellington! Speed, cheer lead-- r
and it's ours."
snockea accents.
at Tale, and Culver Covington,
"
champion runner, are expect"I believe you're right, but" Stover vegetable
"And as the echoes lingered.
"Onions?"
ed.
His soul had passed away."
We'll save him yet!"
"Fine!
CHAPTER, II Helen Blake, Speed'g
"We'll get the grub."
to Jean Chapin, slasweetheart, augg-est"That's you, Wally!" wheezed the
ter of the owner of the ranch, that she
"And he'll eat it!" Willie nodded trainer.
Induce Covington, her lover, to win back
"He's Detained

lr

Pf

low-lyin- g

e,

much-prize-

te

firmly.

the phonograph. Helen declares that If
Covington won't run. Speed will. She
tells Stover, the foreman, that the
h
will
wen back
phono-crao-

CHAPTER

announcement
cnuaea
Speed and
trainer at Yale,

er-s

that they have a new
creat Joy among the cowboys.
his valet. Larry Glass,
arrive.

d

len
CHAPTER
Klake asks Sneed,
who has posed to her as an athlete, to
race against the Centipede man. The
cowboys Join In the appeal to Wally, and
fearing that Helen will find him out, he
consents. He Insists, however, that he
shall be entered as an unknown, figuring
that Covington will arrive in time to take
his place.
IV-He-

tm mil

'

CHAPTER
begins training under Glass', direction.
CHAPTER VT-ladles fix up train
ing quarters ior speed.
CHAPTER
glee club
from Stanford university and in lovs
with Helen, tries to discredit Speed with
the ladies and the cowboys.
The

VIT-Fre- sno,

sin-ir-

( Class put
CKArTER VIII Speed
in t2i time they are supposed to be
training playing cards In a secluded spot.
T'Uo cowboys explun to Speed how much
race means to them, that they have
i
wagered all their possessions and their
pay for a month In advance. Speed assures them he will do his best.
CHAPTER IX The cowboys tell Glass
It is up to him to see that Speed wins
the race. Willie, the gunman, declares
the trainer will go back east packed In
Ice. If Speed falls.
CHAPTER X A telegram eomes from
Covington saying he Is in Jail at Omaha
for ten days. Glass In a panic forces
ttoeed to begin training In earnest.

"I See 'im Lide 'way. Velly
f

Stlange."
meditated briefly before announcing
with determination "we'll do a little
night-ridiourselves.
Willie, . ju
watch this young feller daytimes, and
the rest of us'll take turns at night.
An' don't lose sight of the fat man,
neither he might carry notes. If you
don't like the looks of things you
know what cards to draw."
"Sixes," murmured the
"Don t worry."
"If you see anything suspicious,
burn it up. And well take a shot at
anything we see movin' after 9:00
near-sighte- d

cow-ma-

(Continued Prom Saturday)

p. m."

Xl.

CHAPTER

T

r.

WAS usually a procedure
not alone ot difficulty but ol
diplomacy as well, to rout
out the ranch-hand- s
of the
Flying Heart without en

B

Iff

gendering hostile relations
that might bear fruit during
the day. This morning Stil!
Bill Stover had more than
his customary share of trouble, foi
they seemed pessimistic.
Carara, for instance, breathed a
Spanish oath as he combed his hair,
and when the foreman inquired the
reason, replied:
"I don' sleep good. I been t'ink
mebbe I lose my saddle on this foot
race."
Cloudy, Whose toilet was much less
intricate, grunted from the shadows:
"I thought J .heard that phonograph
all aight."
"It was the Natif Son singin' to hia
gaL" explained one of the hands. "He's
gettin' on my nerves, too. If he wasn't
a friend of the boss, I'd sure take a
surcingle ;and abate him consider

Then Berkeley Fresno came hurwith a very
riedly into the bunk-housI'm glad I
cheery
found you up and doing," he said
blithely. "I thought of something in
my sleep." It was evident that the
speaker had been in more than ordinary haste to make his discovery
known, for underneath his coat he
still wore his pajama shirt, and his
hair was unbrushed.
"What is it?"
"Your man Speed isn't taking care
of himself."
"What did I tell you?" said Willie
e

"Good-mornin-

to his companions.
"It seems to me that In justice to
you boys he shouldn't act this way,"
Fresno ran on. "Now, for instance,
is tepid."
the water in his shower-batThere was an instant's silence before Stover inquired, with ominous restraint:
"Who's been monkeying with it?"
"It's warm!"
"Oh!" It was a sigh of relief.
"A man can't get in shape taking
warm shower-baths- .
Warm watei
weakens a person."
able."
"Mebbe you-al- l
will listen to me
"Vat you t'ank? I dream' Mr. next
time!" again cried Willie, triumSpeed is ron avay an' broke his leg,"
volunteered Murphy, the Swede, whose
name New Mexico had shortened from
Bjorth Kjelliser.
"Run away?"
I
"Ya-as- !
I dream' ha's out for little
'.
I
fir- ron ven piece of noosepaper blow up
in his face an' mak' him ron avay,
yust same as horse. He snort an'
yump, an' ron till he step in prairie-dohole and broke his leg."
"Strange!" said Willie.
"What?"
"My rest was fitful and disturbed
and peopled by strange fancies a
whole lot. I dreamp' he throwed the
race!"
A chorus of oaths from the bunks.
"What did you do?" inquired Stover.
"I woke up, all of a tremble, with a
gun in each hand."
-"Well, I'm the last person in the
world to be superstitious," Still Bill
observed, "but I've had sim'lar visions
lately."
"Maybe It's a
"
Carara inquired,
"What is a
"A om en," explained Willie, "is a
s
is
kind of a nut. Salted
served at swell restarawnts with the Four Cowboys Were Staggering Be
nezth Dripping Gunny-Sacksoup."
the
cook,
Jtt the midst of it Joy,
"I said at the start that a
phantly.
Appeared in the doorway, and spoke hath never helped nobody.
When
In his gentle, ingratiating tones:
they're hot tuuy saps a man's courage
see
I
Ira
gel'niunj.
"Morning,
and when they re told bey "
again."
You don't uciijoi nluud
"No, no!
man! I no For an aililelu thu bulb
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Stover issued another order, this
time to Carara.
"You n Cloudy butcher the wildest
you can find. If you
can t get close enough to rope him
shoot him, and bring in a hind quarter. It's got to be here in time foi
breakfast."
"Si, Senor!" The Mexican picked
up his laViat; the Indian took a Winchester from an upper bunk and filled
it with cartridges.
"Of course, he'll have to eat out
here; they spoil him up at the house."
"Sure thing!"
"I'd hate to see him lose; it would
be a terrible blow to Miss Blake."
Fresno shook his head doubtfully.
"What about us?"
"Oh, you can stand it but she's a
girl. Ah, well," the speaker sighed,
"I hope nothing occurs between now
and Saturday to pi event his running."
"It won't," Stover grimly sftsured
the Californian. "Nothin' whatever is
goin' to occur."
"He was apeaklng yesterday about
the possibility of some business en
gagement "
The small man in glasses interrupt
ed. "Nothin' but death shall take him
from us, Mr. Fresno."
"If I think of anything else," offered
Berkeley, kindly, "I'll tell you."
We wish you would "
Fresno returned to the house, hum
ming cheerily. It was still an hour
until his breakfast-time- ,
but he had
accomplished mucH. In tne midst of
his meditation he came upon Miss
:
TJInlrrt
ar Prcn-, mB's'VB uva lne
7.n
ue cnea.
one
started a trifle guiltily. "What are
yon doing at this hour?"
"Oh, I just love the morning air,"
she answered.
"Same here! 'Honesty goes to bed
early, and industry rises betimes.'
That's me!"
"Then you have been working?"
Fresno nodded. He was looking at
four cowboys who were entering the
gymnasium, staggering beneath dripping gunny-sackThen he turned his
gaze searchingly upon the girl.
"Were you looking for Speed?" he
asked accusingly.
"The idea!" Miss Blake flushed
faintly.
"If you are, he has gone for a run.
I dearly love to see him get up early
and run, he enjoys it so."
"I have been baking a cake," said
Helen, displaying the traces of her
occupation upon her hands, arms, and
apron, while Fresno, at sight of the
blue apron tied at her throat and
waist, felt that he himself was as
dough in her hands. "I had a dreadful time to make it rise."
"If I were a cake I would rise at
your lightest word."
"The cook said it wouldn't be fit to
eat," declared Helen.
"I should love to eat your cooking."
"Once in a while, perhaps, but not
every day."
"Every day always and always.
You know what I mean, Miss Blake-Hel- en!"
The young man bent a lover's gaze upon his companion until
he detected her eyes fastened with
startled inquiry upon his toilet. Remembering, he buttoned his coat but
ran on. "This is the first chance I've
had to see you alone since Speed arrived. There's something I want to
ask you."
"I I know what it is," stammered
Helen. "You want me to let you sing
again. Please do. I love morning
music and your voice is so tender."
"Life," said Berkeley, "is one
sweet "
"What is going on here?" demanded
a voice behind them, and Mrs. Keap
came out upon the porch, eying the
pair suspiciously, it was evident that
she, like Fresno, had dressed bur
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"Mr. Fresno Is going to sing to us,"
explained the younger girl, quickly.

"Really?"

"I am like the bird that
nioni with song," laughed
awkwardly.
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"Here, what are you singing about?"
angrily protested Speed, as he rounded into view.
"Oh, it's Mr. Speed!"
chorused Helen
and the chaperon.
"Welcome
to our city!" Fresno
greeted.
Glass tottered to the steps. "Them
songs," he puffed, "is bad for a man
when he's trainin'; they get him all
worked up."
"We had no idea you would be back
so soon," apologized Helen.
"Soon!" Speed measured the distance to a wicker chair, gave it tip,
and sank beside his trainer. "We left
yesterday! We've run miles and miles
and miles!"
"You can't be In very good shape,"
volunteered the s'nger.
"Oh, is that so?" Glass retorted. "I
say he's great He got my goat and
I'm some runner."
"And I'd be obliged to you if you'd
cut out those deeply appealing songs."
Speed glowered at his rival.
It was Helen who hastened to
smooth things.
"It's all my fault I aBked Mr. Fresno to sing something new."
"Bah! That was written by William Cromwell"
"No more of them
Glass ordered. "They don't do Mr.
Speed no good."
"All I want is a drink," panted tht
youthful athlete, and Helen rose quick- ly, saying that she would bring ice- water
"But the trainer barked sharply:
"Nix!
I've told you that twenty
s
times, Wally. It '11 put
in
your liver." He rose with difficulty,
swaying upon his feet, and where he
had sat was a large, irregular shaped,
d
area.
"Come on!
Don't get chilled."
"I'd give twenty dollars for a good
chill!" exclaimed the overheated college man longingly.
"I would like to see you a moment
Mr. Speed." Roberta rose from the
"Good-morning!- "

battle-hymns-

I.. ,i

,"

hob-nail-

3weat-dampene-

hammock.
"Oh, and I've forgotten my " Helen
checked her words with a startled
glance toward the kitchen. "It will
be burned to a crisp." She hastened
down the porch, and Fresno followed,
while Speed looked after them.
"He must be an awful nuisance to
a nice girl. Think of a fat sandy-haire- d
husband in a
flat
r
with pink
and a colored
Run along, Muldoon," to
janitor.
Glass, "I'll be with you in a moment"
five-roo-

wall-pape-

When the trainer had waddled out

of hearing, Mrs. Keap inquired,

ea-

gerly:
"Have you beard from Culver?"
""Didn't you know about it?" Speed
swallowed.

ly;
"Oh, you dear, good boy!"
"Yes, I'm all of that. I I suppose
I'd be miss3d if anything happened
to me!"
"How ever did you manage it?"
"Never mind the details. It took

some ingenuity."
Mrs. Keap wrung her hands. "I
was so terribly frightened! You see,
Jack will be back
and I
was

afraid"

There was a call from Glass from
the training-quarter"How can I ever do enough for you?
You have averted a
tragedy!"
"Don't let Helen know, that's all. II
she thought I'd been the head yeller
"I won't breathe a word, and 1
hope you win the race for her sake."
Mrs. Keap pressed the hand of hei
deliverer, who trudged his loneiy way
toward the gymnasium, where Glass
was saying:
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MACHINERY IN URUGUAY
Montevideo, Uruguay, March 31.
With exhibits rom the United States.

Almost all scientific observers agTe
that the materials of which dreams,
are made are memories of past ex-- ,
England, Germany, France and Italy
periences of the individual. Curiousthe Agricultural Motor Machinery ex-ly enough, the memories that occur1
position opened here today. Large
most frequently are those of the
numbers of farmers from all parts
previous day and those of early
of this republic, Paraguary, Argenchildhood. The former class are to tes
found in every dream, and are prcba-- j
tina and Brazil are in attendance.
bly an essential condition to its forma-- !
Motor machinery already is popular
uuu; i.ue latter trecoiipctions or
on some of the large haciendas and it
childhood) seem to be of even greatis expected that more general adoper importance, since they contribute,
tion will follow the exposition.
much to the hidden meaning of the.
aream.
many cases where the incidents
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
of a dream seem to be entirely unfa
won its great reputation and extenmiliar it has been showa by caresive sale by its remarkable cures of
ful investigation that they correspond
coughs, colds and croup.
It can be
to actually experienced events that
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
"I'm Sick," oaid Bonner, Humbly.
dealers. Adv.
have escaped the memory of the wak-i
Delboeuf records aa In-- i
She lived alone in a mean room in a ing self.
meaner tenement, for which she paid teresting example of this. la 1SS2 h
dreamed that he found two lizards
a dollar a week to a hard-facelandin the fdow. He took them rip, warm-- i
lady, and she coughed incessantly. ed
holal
I
She was working to get the money in them, and placed them in a
a wall, together with a small fern,,
to go west, where the clean air would
which he knew they liked to eat The!
cure her.
She hr.d seventy dollars name of
the fern seemed in his dreams
I
ms
1
Baved by two years of toil, and she
to be
ruta muralis. Later,
needed a huudred. Would she gain it on in Asplenium
his dream he saw two other liz- before it was too late?
ards couie and eat the remains of the
Bonner had forty-nindollars. His fern, and then a whole host of lizards
room cost him a dollar and forty
coming to the wall in a long proces--- !jpyA--ifyo- u
use cents
weekly, and he lived en fuud sion which covered the entire street, j
snatched at cheap lunch counters iOu
vak:i;g he could not remember'
Once he had been a civil engineer; ever to have heard the came
of the
then he gave way to the drink pas- fern in his dream,
although ha diseov-ert-1
FLOUR
He
a
disease.
had
sion,
hereditary
that a fern called
ruta
addressed envelopes for two years: muraria re;.!iy existed. Asplenium
Sixteen years
he found the labor one which permit- later, however, he
happened to ba
It 's giving you
ted his thoughts to roam unchallenged
turning over the iaes of a frit ad's
and
he
had
become
the
automaton
album of dri.-Rowers, a..J to his
a present for do-in- "
that all addressers grow to be. He surprise came across The very fern,
something saved his money beeause he knew villi the Latin name written underthat soon the dreadful craving would neath in his own handwritine.
H.
do any
'd
you
clutch him by the throat again.
-- .buj.
turu
mat
iWO
He had felt the premonitory symp-- i years before the dream, ha had met
way when you
toms that day. He knew- - that he j the sister of this friend, and to
pleasa
learn how Much
could as well escape the sequence as j her had written the Latin names tm-- a
can
a
lamb
He
from
der
Belter EMPRESS
the various pla-.tcoyote.
escape
in her album
j
put his pile together and took it up j at the dictation of a botanist
FLOUR nails is.
to the desk.
Fifteen years after the dream he
j
"W eil?" said the boss curtly.
Made by GERj also discovered the source of the liz- 'Tm sick," said Bonner humbly, j ard procession in an old illustrated:'
MAN PROCESS
dated 1561, which as a regular
"I've got to go home. Can I have my j
he must have seen. la- j subscriber
money?"
ONE C0UF0N FROM
a fcnar nature
Get out! said the man at uu",Ma:';'J rB' e
"Nope.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
are oa
and ato to f how how r
the desk.
FIVE
STAV.PS
the
c :.
Bonner was a larger man, but the tcarkabiy
be in
BRINGS YOU THE
They alto warn tis cot
servility ef his trade was stronger too
SPOON - IT 'S
ra;b!y to !.
;.at
.'
jthaii bhs manhood. He turned away, a dream
h; h
ttUrely n w sr. J
GENUINE WM.
I
his
maa
He
A
hat
fingering
j really so.
!t'-ROCEP.S &
liirn:
1
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a Story cf the Struggle?

ltj

hitn he tad taken with him from
toe mailing room. His eye wandered
down it. Suddenly he started; lata
his
brain memory camei
stealing; the came was that of Mre
Charles Sayles, residing In a faatlon-- j
I
able quarter of the town.
She had been his first sweetheart
seven years before.
They had ben
engagf-d- ;
everything seamed rosy
when the fatal obsssion gripped hir
He had fought a desperate, losir
fight. He had gone to her and ooi
iesfaed. EUkij Harrington was a go i
woman, but sbe could not marry
dipsomaniac. She released him at
later married Charlie Say!(s. hi
now one or 'tie nsiB
ecuooi
men in their profession.
He Cung the paper from him
withj
a curse and turned back toward tht
fair-haire- d

i
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By HAROLD CARTER.
Bonner sat at the long table la the
room of the Griffis Mailing company,
addressing envelopes. On each side
of him and across sat ethers cf hl
trade, their fingers dexterously co
operating with that subconscious portion of their brain which habit had
trained to its task. The movements
were systematized and all to the end
that a few more envelopes might be
addressed during the ten hours allotted daily. The eye read the address
.
unconsciously, the right hand wrote it, and looked op into the face of thai
the left hand shifted the written engirl. She Ziad stopped ir.:4
velope to the pile of those finished, pulsively and now stood before himj
and the same hand movement, on its her hands outstretched.
return, brought down a clean,
"What Is the matter?" she askedj
envelope for the pen. Bonner "You are ill?"
j
could write twelve hundred a day,
An agony of remorse swept ove
which netted him a whole dollar and him. He turned
away into the erept
that meant a fair living at the hotel. yard of a factory and she followed
Just now grumbles were
him.
;
at Omaha for Ten round the table, for a series running
of four-lin- e
"Listen!" he ?aid fiercely. "I ana
Days."
addresses instead of three had rot ill only Cphting with my pT-- t
man turned admiring eyes to the east- come into being, and that would mean sonal devil the drink devil. You don'tj
less money for the day's work. But know what a devil that is. It
ward, and his husky voice softened.
gets,
"All them colors and tints and shades Bonner was not grumbling. Instead, you by the throat and gnaws at yoit
while
he
wrote
was
he
and file your brain with evfl and your
unconsciously,
and stuff! And New York on the other
watching the girl with the fair hair mind with misery until you hav
end!"
Take al! my moBey." H
"I'm too tired to see beauty In any- who. at another table, was busily yielded.
sealing the envelopes with sponge and thniM the bills into her hand. "Take;
thing."
water-wellHe had noticed her dur- it and po away and
As if mindfu of a neglected
t cured. Th
duty,
Glass turned upon him. "What are ing the entire four days that he had mon'-- will ave rcur life and I shall
worked for that particular company. always remember that"
s
ywi waiting for? Get those
The girls on each side of her chewed
"O!" the cried
on your Dack:
"we are
both fchticg loMng bat:ies. You.
of a sweater and gave it a jerk.
iBum' paueQ l"tlr cair ana
"Don't be so rough; I'll come You!1" bad:nage- reminiscences, when not too! I kn w: 1 taew you were
b? the curt commands of
?.kea I sax you in that room."
might care to rememNv you're' work-- clhw'a
tluMr boss, and snickers. But none of
ing for me."
"Losing" ba:r-s- . What if he should
them CdSt 80 niuch as a look at the fight
'T am working"-Gl- ass
ttiit to win, as he might
dragged his
have fourht if Edith had stood tsy
protege about the room regardless of I.
v ,
uriuw contempt;
mmn a n s that iror mmj
they him: A suciKii
came into
Llitf
uiauicu v ,v.
thickness of the sweaters "for ray were professional addressers less his soul and oervf-- his will to steel,
hr tha
llfe, and I'll be out of a Job Saturdav. tban men. Not one of them could Hp tnnfc
earn a living wage for a wife.
Now. eet under that shower!"
"Would you stand by me to the end,
But the girl with the fair hair girl, if I
to win?" he asked
seemed of a different mold. She was and she nodded
bravely.
quiet and refined; she worked how
"Then," he s?.id triumphantly, "let
'To fie Continued Tomorrow.)
hard she workf-d- r
Bonner had walked us fight our battles together. Not here,
home with her the evening before. but in the west, where one has a
MANY A SUFFERING
WOMAN
chance to lire, or ore can die tinder
Drags herself painfully through her
the bread sky as men and women,
tasks
daily
suffering from backache
should die or live. Will you?"
headache, nervousness, and loss ot
Suddenly the dirty factory yard hai
sleep, not knowing her ills are due
become an
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
cf heaven.
l
J(Coryricht. Ut3. by W. G. Chapman.)
Kidney Pills give quick rel'ef frou;
pain and misery, a prompt return
DREAMS TRACED TO MEMORY
neaitn and strength. No woman i who
''tA v s"
suffers can afford to overlook
'
v
Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
Scientific Explanation for What Is ReRed Cross Drug Co. Adv.
ferred to as Phenomena
Now Accepted.
MOTOR
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Roberta shook her dark head.
"He's in he's detained at Omaha
for ten days. I fixed it"
The overwrought
widow dropped
back into the hammock, crying weak-
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EXTRA NICE
LOT OF APPLES

AN

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

191.3.

-

MEN'S HATS

I

9

o'clock

a. m.

aoys gymnasium class

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Sunday School Basketball Practice.
Baptists 7 to 8 o'clock.
Christians 8 to 9 o'clock.
Methodists 9 to It) o'clock.

Cleaners

J.

T. Buhler has moved into the
residence formerly occupied by C. C.
Robbins, who lately moved to Califor

4:30 o'clock

P. m.

Parisian Dry

vard.

I

AN INTERESTING LECTURE.
A large audience attended the lec

Our Spring Rug Display Is Now Ready
(

ture, "The Crucifixion of Christ," giv-elast night at the First Methodi3t
r
church and well illustrated by eter-yo-oFlnoh'B Golden Wedding
eopticon slides. Rev. E. C. Ander
itye, aged
see
We will
In the wood. Direct from the distilSanta Fe trains No. 2 and No. 1, son gave a short talk on the "Life of
lery to you. At tie Lobby, of course. runnins in two sections, were late in Christ' before showing the slides and
Adv.
their arrival here vesterday morning thoroughly explained all the condi
on account of a freight wreck west of tions under which the Christ was cru
Officer E. C. Norris, who was in- Holbrookj Ariz. The freight train cified. He showed the unjust trial
jured last week by being hit by a car tore up teveral lengths of track and that was given Christ In that he was
-in the yards, is reported to be im- the eastbeund passenger trains were arrested on Thursday and crucified
Complete Home Furnishers- on
of
same
the
week.
Friday
proving today.
halted we&t of the smash-uuntil the
The mode of punisnment also was
track was repaired.
discussed. The cross in that day was
This is the last day of the duck
The sixth Santa Fe concei t will be generally used only f,or the worst of
hunting season for this year. Many
huntsmen spent yesterday and Satur- given here on next Saturday evening criminals who had committed murJefferson Raynolds, President.
day on the lakes putting in their fin in the Y. M. C. A. and promises to be der or some worse crime, but the
of
artilaws
al efforts to kill a duck.
no
time
had
that
E.
D.
a first class entertainment
special
Vice
The
President. Hailett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
Otterbein Male Quartette and Bell cles whereby freedom of speech was
o. a. Davis, vice President.
n. Erie Hoke Assistant Cashier.
Notices and other items for the so Ringers will appear on this occasion, to be punished by death on the cross.
ciety column of the Saturday edition These men are experts In their line Mr. Anderson portrayed this inhuman
of The Optic may be sent to the edi- and have pleased audiences in 39 treatment of Christ vividly and comtor at any time during the week up un- states, this being their first appear pared it with the present day form of
til late Friday afternoon.
ance in New Mexico. The tickets for trial. About 15 slides, Borne ot which
this concert will be available for the were colored, were reflected on the
Frank LeDuc, whose establishment railway folk on Thursday and Friday. canvas, and explained the lecture in
on Bridge street was burned out sev- On Saturday they will be thrown full. These lectures will be. continued at some future time but will not
eral days ago, has opened a shop on open to the general public.
the south side of the Piaza. Mr. Le- be a regular topic for the evenin
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